
ABSTRACT 
 

HOPKINS, ALYSSA M. A Surface to Seafloor Investigation of Phytoplankton on the 
Continental Shelf of the West Antarctic Peninsula During the Summer of 2009. (Under the 
direction of Dr. Carrie Thomas). 
 
 The research presented here is an analysis of the phytoplankton community on the 

continental shelf of the West Antarctic Peninsula (63-68˚S) during the summer of 2009 (Jan-

March) and an exploratory investigation into the sensitivity of the diatom microfossil record 

to the gradient in ice climates in the overlying waters.  Phytoplankton community structure 

was interpreted from pigment datasets collected during the Palmer Long Term Ecological 

Research (LTER) and FOOD for the Benthic ANtarctic Continental Shelf 2 (FOODBANCS 

2) cruises using the CHEMTAX pigment matrix factorization program.  Diatoms represent 

the dominant algal class in both data sets, but significant differences in the contribution of 

dinoflagellate and cryptophyte groups at some stations suggest succession.  An anomalous 

diatom (low) and dinoflagellate (high) population at station F (February) appears to be 

associated with its proximity to the Southern Cyclone. Carotenoid concentrations were higher 

in January likely due to higher incident solar radiation. Laser Diffraction Particle-size 

Analysis (LDPA) revealed a north to south increase in mean particle size of 20μm net tow 

samples collected during FOODBANCS 2 (Feb-March).  These samples were dominated by 

the diatom Corethron criophilum whose frustule diameter also increased from north to south, 

agreeing well with the LDPA. This change in morphology provides important evidence that 

the initiation of this diatom bloom is mediated by the sea ice retreat gradient which also runs 

north to south. Microscopic analysis of diatom frustules in the sediment (0-10cm) at two 

stations sampled during FOODBANCS 2 (stations B and G) showed that samples were 



dominated by Chaetoceros spp. resting spores.  Chlorophyll a determinations in the sediment 

showed some degree of preservation at depth (10cm).  This could represent a potential 

preservation method for chlorophyll a if the Chaetoceros resting spores are viable.  Cluster 

analysis of diatom species abundances produced sea-ice and open-water associated 

assemblages which corresponded well with the ice climates associated with each station.  

This provides strong evidence that speciation within the sedimentary diatom community is 

sensitive to sea-ice coverage on the WAP continental shelf and could be useful as a proxy for 

future paleoclimate analyses. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction to the West Antarctic Peninsula Continental Shelf 

Hydrography and circulation 

The West Antarctic Peninsula (WAP) is characterized by a wide (200km) and 

relatively deep (400-600m) continental shelf.  The southern boundary of the Antarctic 

Circumpolar Current (ACC) flows northeast along the shelf break (Fig. 1) and is the source 

for the modified Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) that occupies the shelf in the 

Bellingshausen Sea (Smith et al., 1999).  Oceanic CDW is a relatively warm, salty, nutrient-

rich water mass consisting of an Upper (UCDW) and Lower (LCDW) component.  LCDW 

can be found between 700-1000m and is associated with a salinity maximum (34.74) and a 

potential density of 27.8 kg m-3, whereas UCDW occurs between 300-600m and is associated 

with a temperature maximum (1.6-2.0˚C) with a potential density of 27.72 kg m-3 (Klinck et 

al., 2004; Smith et al., 1999).   

Bordering the ACC to the east is the Bellingshausen Sea which in the summer has 

temperatures ranging from 0.5 to 3.0˚C and salinities from 33.1- 33.9 (García et al., 2002).  

On the shelf, the water underlying the Bellingshausen is a form of UCDW modified from 

mixing with Antarctic Surface Water (AASW) (-1.8 – 1.0˚C, 33.0–33.7).  In the autumn and 

winter months Winter Water (WW) (-1.5˚C, 33.8 – 34.0) forms as surface waters cool and 

brine is rejected during the formation of sea ice.  The onset of spring ice-melt and heating 

erodes the winter mixed layer (WW) down to about 100m where it remains largely 

undisturbed for the summer season.  Unmodified CDW has often been observed intruding 

onto the shelf (Hofmann and Klinck, 1998; Moffat et al., 2009), adding heat and nutrients to  
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Figure 1  Map of major current features on the shelf.  The Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) is 

indicated by the thick black line.  Gray arrows turning off the side of the ACC represent the intrusion 

of CDW onto the shelf.  There is a northward flow along the shelf-break and flow through the Boyd 

Strait below the surface layer that can be observed year-round (Savidge, et al., 2009).  Two cyclonic 

gyres are perennially observed in the surface layer during the summer months and are driven by the 

geostrophic flow field and year-round northeasterly winds (Martinson et al., 2008; Hoffmann et al., 

1996). (Circumpolar Deep Water, CDW; Marguerite Bay, MB; Adelaide Island, AD; Anvers Island, 

AN; Southern Cyclone, SC).

CDW SC 
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the shelf and stimulating primary production when upwelled (e.g. Dinniman and Klinck et 

al., 2004; Prézelin et al., 2000).  Intrusions are typically associated with the steep 

bathymetries found on the slope, as well as deep bathymetric features such as the Marguerite 

Trough (Fig. 2) (Smith et al., 1999).  UCDW intrusions are usually observed at mid-depths 

(~200m) and can be identified by their heat and salt contents (outlined above), as well as by 

their nutrient signatures in the form of high nitrate (33-36μM) and silicic acid (80-100 μM) 

concentrations (Smith et al., 1999).   

On the northern end of the Peninsula near the South Shetland Islands is the Bransfield 

Strait, which is best described as a transition zone between the Bellingshausen and the 

Weddell Seas.  Flow in the Bransfield is cyclonic with several contributing inflows including 

modified LCDW through the Boyd Strait, water from the Gerlache Strait, and water entering 

from both the Weddell and Bellingshausen seas (Fig. 3) (Savidge et al., 2009).  These two 

seas influence the formation of local water masses known as Transitional Zone Waters which 

are differentiated based on their influence from the Bellingshausen (TBW) or Weddell 

(TWW) seas (García et al., 2002).   

From south of the Shetland Islands down to Marguerite Bay the geostrophic flow 

field shows a number of circulation features. A12-year analysis of geopotential height 

anomalies by Martinson et al. (2008) reveals a multi-gyre system on the southern end of the 

shelf.  One of the most consistent features in this system is a southern cyclonic cell (SC) 

(Fig. 1) located in the center of the shelf (~100km offshore; varies from year to year) near 

Adelaide Island.  This cyclone appears to be bound by two anticyclones on- and off-shore, 

but neither has been resolved by sampling thus far.  The dynamic topography produces a
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Figure 2 Conceptual diagram (Moffat et al., 2009) showing the characteristics of CDW 

intrusions onto the shelf.  UCDW intrudes onto the shelf and intrusions are seen as mid-depth 

features (200-300m).  Due to its high density, LCDW can be found at the bottom of deep 

depressions on the shelf such as the Marguerite Trough (Moffat et al., 2009).  The thick 

arrows represent upwelling of LCDW and the rounded arrows represent mixing.  (Upper 

Circumpolar Deep Water (UCDW), modified Circumpolar Deep Water (mCDW), Lower 

Circumpolar Deep Water (LCDW)). 
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Figure 3 Mean ADCP velocities (red) and standard errors (blue) between 40-200m using 6 years of 

PAL LTER and SO GLOBEC data (Savidge et al., 2009).  Panel (a) shows the velocities at northern 

end of the Peninsula near the South Shetland Islands; note onshore flow between Smith and Snow 

Islands and strong jet on the western side of the basin in the Bransfield Strait. Panel (b) shows 

velocities from Anvers Island to just south of Alexander Island; note the flow along the shelf break 

and the shore-ward turning in the vicinity of the Marguerite Trough. (Smith Island (SM), Snow Island 

(SN), Alexander Island (AX), Marguerite Trough (Mg Tr). 
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northward flow along the shelf-break and a cross-shelf flow just above Adelaide Island that is 

consistent with the location of the cyclone (Martinson et al, 2008).  The current vectors 

shown in Fig. 3 were produced using Southern Ocean GLOBEC and other NSF sponsored 

Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) data (Savidge et al., 2009), and they also reflect 

northward flow of the ACC along the slope.  These velocity vectors also indicate an onshore 

flow through the Boyd Strait, the strong jet on the western side of the Bransfield Basin and 

the associated cyclonic circulation, and a slight onshore flow in the Marguerite Trough where 

CDW is often found intruding on the shelf (Moffat et al., 2009; Prézelin et al., 2000). 

 

Climate forcing and the marine ecosystem 

Climate variability in WAP region is predominantly forced by the Antarctic Dipole 

(ADP) and the state of the Southern Annual Mode (SAM).  The WAP is located in the heart 

of the ADP region showing the largest extratropical surface response to El Niño-Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO) events on Earth (Yuan, 2004).  During El Niño events there is an 

increase in the temperature gradient and an enhancement of the subtropical jet in the Pacific 

basin which reduces the intensity and number of polar lows impacting the WAP (Rind et al., 

2001). La Niña events produce the opposite effect, decreasing the temperature gradient and 

deepening lows in the Pacific basin in the same way as a positive bias (+) in the SAM 

(Stammerjohn et al., 2008a).  There is also evidence that the SAM may be amplifying the 

high-latitude response to ENSO events, particularly La Niña.  Stammerjohn et al. (2008b) 

investigated the consequences of this interaction for the WAP and found that during years 
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when La Niña and/or + SAM events co-occurred there was also a loss of spring-to-autumn 

sea ice in the southern Bellingshausen Sea.   

As a result of intensified climate modes, the WAP has experienced a 30% reduction 

in areal sea-ice extent and an 85-day decline in the duration of annual sea-ice coverage since 

1978 (Stammerjohn et al., 2008b).  The reduced extent and duration of winter sea ice has 

caused an increasing trend in surface salinities in the Bellingshausen resulting from a 

reduction in freshwater input (Meredith and King, 2005).  Since 1950 annual mean 

atmospheric temperatures in the WAP region have also risen by nearly 3˚C (King, 1994; 

Turner et al., 2005); manifesting primarily in the almost 6 ˚C warming of winter temperatures 

(Vaughan et al., 2003).  Increases in atmospheric temperatures have been accompanied by an 

increase in water temperatures throughout the surface layer (Meredith and King, 2005), 

which when coupled with a decreasing trend in the average annual ocean heat flux (0.6 W m   

-2 y-1) to the atmosphere produces a negative feedback for sea-ice persistence on the shelf 

(Martinson et al., 2008). 

While the feedback between the changing physical environment and the biological 

system in the WAP is complex, the connections are none-the-less established (e.g. Clarke et 

al., 2007 and references therein).  For the non-coastal ocean, changes in surface temperature 

and salinity gradients coupled with changing atmospheric circulation will work to increase 

surface stabilities, deepen mixed layers, and lead to more open water available for primary 

production. The transition to deeper mixed layers produces low-light conditions that are 

considered unfavorable for diatom growth and it has been hypothesized that continued 

warming will lead to a reduced diatom population (microphytoplankton; > 20μm) in favor of 
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shade-adapted species (nano- and picophytoplankton, < 20μm, e.g. cryptophytes) (Moline et 

al., 2004).  The autotrophic phytoplankton biomass is the base of the Antarctic food web and 

changes to the size spectra and composition of this food source are likely to have 

implications for trophic stability (Smetacek and Nicol, 2005; Clarke et al., 2007; Ducklow et 

al., 2006, 2008).  Changes in grazer (e.g. increases in salp blooms; Loeb et al., 1997) and top 

predator populations (e.g. Adélie penguins moving southward; Clarke et al., 2007) have 

already been observed.   

 

Collaborative sampling efforts –LTER and FOODBANCS 2  

Since 1990 the Palmer Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) group has been 

monitoring the WAP to determine the extent to which it is being affected by climate trends 

and to form predictive hypotheses about how it will respond to future climate change.  The 

primary working hypothesis of this research states that biological processes in the Antarctic 

marine environment are strongly influenced by physical processes, especially the annual 

advance and retreat of sea ice (Smith et al., 1995).  To test this hypothesis LTER collects data 

at the Palmer Station base maintained on Anvers Island, and via an annual oceanographic 

sampling cruise (January) along a numbered grid (Fig. 4); this ensures the consistent 

measurement of physical and biological parameters from year to year.  The grid lines are 

spaced 100km apart, running on- to off-shore, from the southern end of Alexander Island     

(-100) to as far north as the Boyd and Bransfield straits (900).  Typically the LTER 
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Figure 4 Palmer LTER sample grid as described in Waters and Smith (1992).  The original 

sample grid covers approximately 8° of latitude with grid lines 100km apart starting (-100 to 

900).  Stations along each line are spaced 20km apart.  Lines 200-600 have been occupied in 

January annually from 1993-2008.  (Marguerite Bay (MB), Rothera Station (R), Sediment 

Trap mooring (ST), Palmer Station (PAL)). 

PAL 
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researchers occupy lines 200-600 on their annual research cruise.  Stations 0-60km from 

shore are considered coastal, 60-120km is considered mid-shelf, and 120-200m is off-shore 

(open water).   

While the LTER program is working to constrain how long-term climate trends will 

impact oceanic (pelagic) processes, the FOOD for the Benthos on the ANtarctic Continental 

Shelf (FOODBANCS) 2 project is working to elucidate how changes in the pelagic regime 

will impact the benthic ecosystem and biogeochemical cycling.  FOODBANCS 2 research 

objectives are driven by the principle that there is a deep connection between benthic and 

pelagic systems on the shelf, where low current flow over the continental shelf allows 

phytodetrital material from overlying waters to build-up in the seabed (Gutt et al., 1998; 

Beaulieu, 2002).  Based on results from the inaugural FOODBANCS research effort, it is 

believed that this accumulated material persists as a year round “food bank” for key benthic 

species such as suspension feeders, deposit feeders, and sediment microbes (Mincks et al., 

2005).   Therefore, it has been predicted that climate-forced changes in the phytoplankton 

that make up the base of the pelagic food source will likely impact the composition of the 

benthic food source as well (Graf, 1992; Mincks et al., 2005; Smith, C.R., et al., 2006).   

The studies found in the following chapters were conducted in support of 

FOODBANCS 2 research objectives to determine taxa-specific phytoplankton food-values 

and benthic faunal feeding strategies.  Chapter 2 is an investigation of the latitudinal and 

intra-seasonal differences in phytoplankton during the summer of 2009.  Chapter 3 is an 

examination of the diatoms’ response to the climate gradient on the WAP shelf as recorded in 

the continental shelf sediments. 
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Chapter 2 

Intra-seasonal variability in the phytoplankton assemblage in the Bellingshausen Sea 
during the summer of 2009 

 
Introduction 

At the base of the food web in the Southern Ocean (SO) is a microbial network 

consisting of bacteria, zooplankton, and a phytoplankton biomass that represents the 

autotrophic component of the marine ecosystem.  Phytoplankton are an important food 

source for higher tropic levels and have a critical role in the cycling and sequestration of 

carbon, silica, and other elements to the deep ocean (Priddle et al., 1992; Walsh et al., 2001; 

Smetacek et al., 2004; Clarke et al., 2007). On the western side of the Antarctic Peninsula 

(WAP) phytoplankton abundances, distributions, and species diversity are closely tied with 

the interannual and seasonal variability in the duration and extent of sea-ice coverage.  

Patterns of sea-ice coverage on the WAP have been shifting due to climate change over the 

last half century (Vaughan et al., 2003; Stammerjohn et al., 2008a,b) and as a result a great 

deal of effort has been focused on studying the implications of these changes on all aspects of 

the marine ecosystem.   

Interest in the response of the marine ecosystem to rapid climate change in the WAP 

region has generated a large focus on phytoplankton in the Bellingshausen Sea and 

surrounding waters (Prézelin et al., 2000; Garibotti et al., 2003 a,b, 2005; Moline et al., 2004; 

Montes-Hugo et al., 2008).  These studies have led to an improved understanding of the 

seasonal and spatial distribution of phytoplankton community structure, including the 

discovery of a group of annually recurrent summer assemblages.  Prior to sea-ice retreat the 
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autotrophic biomass is dominated by pico- and nanoplankton (<20μm) communities of 

cryptophytes and colonial prymnesiophytes that vary little in concentration throughout the 

year (Smetacek et al., 1990).  Phytoplankton populations increase over these background 

concentrations due mostly to increases in the diatom-dominated, microphytoplankton fraction 

(>20μm).  This occurs after sea-ice retreat in the spring when melt water production 

stabilizes the upper water column and leads to the formation of a shallow mixed layer and 

favorable light conditions for diatom growth (Garibotti et al., 2003a; Vernet et al., 2008; 

Moline et al. 2004, Prézelin et al. 2000, Rodriguez et al. 2002, Garibotti et al. 2003a).  This 

spring diatom bloom is co-dominated by blooms of Phaeocystis spp. and is followed in mid-

summer by a cryptophyte- and phytoflagellate-dominated biomass.  Late in the summer a 

third assemblage appears characterized by a gradual on- to off-shore enrichment of diatoms 

which is believed to occur when iron depletion begins to limit production for other 

phytoplankton groups (Garibotti et al., 2003a,b, 2005).   

The location and extent of each phytoplankton assemblage in any given year has been 

tied to the variability in sea-ice dynamics (early/late retreat) from the previous winter and 

spring, however the mechanisms driving assemblage change remain unclear. While an 

increase in cryptophyte abundances has been suggested to be indicative of climate change, 

Garibotti et al. (2005) found that cryptophytes are an annually recurrent feature in the WAP 

region.  Populations of diatoms and cryptophytes are inversely related; however, neither the 

availability of macronutrients or mixed layer (light) conditions clearly explains why 

cryptophytes become dominant at that point in the season (Garibotti et al. 2005).   
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Phytoplankton blooms on the WAP are associated with the ice-edge in part because 

the Southern Ocean (SO), like other high-nutrient, low-chlorophyll (HNLC) regions, is 

micronutrient limited, particularly with respect to iron.  The contribution of fresh water from 

the land-fast (coastal regions) and sea ice in the spring adds iron to the system and helps 

stimulate primary production (Marchant and Murphy, 1994).  The shelf however has 

experienced a 30% reduction in areal sea-ice extent and an 85-day decline in the duration of 

annual sea-ice coverage over the last 30 years; this occurs as a consequence of intensified 

climate modes and atmospheric warming, particularly an almost 6˚C increase in winter air 

temperatures since 1950 (Stammerjohn et al., 2008a,b).  The build-up of mixed-layer 

stratification is disrupted in the absence of sea ice, and it has been suggested that the 

corresponding freshwater deficits and increased exposure to wind mixing will lead to deeper 

mixed layers which favor the dominance of shade-adapted species such as cryptophytes 

(<20μm) over diatoms cells (>20μm) that prefer the high irradiances available in shallower 

mixed-layer environments (Moline et al., 2004; Montes-Hugo et al., 2008).  Early-retreat 

trends and the loss of sea-ice days on the WAP shelf will mean a longer season for 

production, however it is still unclear if a change in retreat timing will affect the succession 

pattern of recurrent phytoplankton assemblages or the composition of the assemblages 

themselves (Garibotti et al., 2005). 

The change in the size spectra associated with each phytoplankton assemblage also 

has implications for the zooplankton community which in turn affects the distribution of 

organic material throughout the pelagic food web (Clarke et al., 2007; Ducklow et al., 2007; 

Smetacek and Nicol, 2005; Moline et al., 2004; Falkowski 1998).  Diatoms represent the 
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most efficient transfer of carbon to higher trophic levels, and according to a study model by 

Moline et al. (2004) a shift from diatom- to cryptophyte-dominated assemblages represents a 

40-65% decrease in carbon delivered through pelagic grazers to higher level predators.  This 

change in biomass is partially due to a difference in the particle retention efficiencies of 

grazer feeding appendages.  Structure-function analyses of the feeding appendages of 

Euphausia superba or “krill” show that they are able to graze most efficiently on particles 

>20 μm, and with maximum efficiency on cells >60 μm (Meyer and El-Sayed, 1983; 

McClatchie and Boyd, 1983; Weber and El-Sayed, 1985).  Krill are the preferred food source 

for a number of top predators (i.e. - cetaceans, Adélie penguins) whose population losses in 

recent years have been closely tied to a reduction in krill standing stocks (Domack et al. 2007 

and references therein).  Alternatively, salps graze most efficiently on smaller cells (< 20 μm) 

and their abundances are well correlated with cryptophyte-dominated waters and a 

concurrent decline in krill stocks (Prézelin et al., 2000; Moline et al., 2004).   

Changes in the plankton community also represent a change in the ‘packaging’ of 

organic material being delivered to the sea floor. Carbon can be exported from the surface 

layer as either heavy, fast-sinking, intact diatoms cells, as organic-mineral aggregates, or as 

zooplankton fecal pellets (Suzuki et al., 2001).  According to Stoke’s Law, smaller cells 

equate to a reduction in sinking rates which will increase the time these particles are exposed 

to degradation during transport to the seafloor (Turner et al., 2002).  Furthermore, depending 

on the ratio of krill and salps in the grazing community, the flux of carbon to the benthos 

from fecal pellets could fluctuate by as much as 300% (Moline et al., 2004).   
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In summary, continued warming on the shelf has implications for phytoplankton 

succession, grazer assemblages, and the composition and packaging of the organic material 

being distributed throughout benthic and pelagic ecosystems.  The study we present here, 

supported by the FOOD for the Benthos on the ANtarctic Continental Shelf (FOODBANCS) 

2 program, uses data and samples collected in the 2009 summer season during the Palmer 

Long-Term Ecological Research (LTER) cruise (hereafter LMG0901) and the subsequent 

FOODBANCS 2 cruise (hereafter LMG0902).   While the objective of FOODBANCS 2 is to 

formulate predictive hypotheses about the implications of climate-driven phytoplankton 

shifts on benthic processes, in this study we focus on the seasonal evolution of phytoplankton 

succession along the climate gradient at the FOODBANCS 2 and LTER study sites.  

Specifically, my goals were to characterize the phytoplankton populations along a latitudinal 

climate gradient using chemotaxonomic and optical techniques, correlate these populations 

with the environmental conditions in the upper water column, and examine phytoplankton 

markers in near-bottom detritus and sediment samples to determine if differences exist along 

this climate-sensitive gradient.   

 

Methods 

Study sites 

The data sets presented in this study were collected during the LMG0901 (11-17 

January 2009) and LMG0902 (22 February – 5 March 2009) research cruises aboard the 

Laurence M. Gould at sites located within the constraints of the Palmer LTER sample grid 

(Waters and Smith 1992).  Data collected during LMG0901 were selected from five sites 
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between lines 100-600 (Fig. 5) based on their proximity to the five mid-shelf sites (500-

600m) sampled during LMG0902.  LMG0902 sites extend from Smith Island (63˚S) and 

Marguerite Bay (68˚S) and cover a latitudinal climate gradient that exhibits a ~4 month 

difference in the annual duration of sea ice and are located mid-shelf at 500-600m depth.   

Data sets from LMG0901 were provided in-part through the Datazoo repository1 and 

are numbered as follows: 27: Dissolved Inorganic Nutrients; 42: High Performance Liquid 

Chromatography; 24: Chlorophyll a.  CTD profiles from LMG0901 were obtained and used 

with permission from H. Ducklow and were collected using the same instrumentation used 

during LMG0902 (described below).  Carotenoid determinations were made via a commonly 

used HPLC method modified from Wright et al., 1991.  Nutrient analyses were performed 

using a three-channel Lachat QuickChem 8000 Flow Injection Analyzer which determined 

concentrations of nitrate + nitrite (NIT), phosphate, and silicate.  Nitrite and ammonium 

species were not determined by LTER so nitrogen will only be discussed in terms of NIT. All 

other methodological information can be found on the Datazoo website.  The methods used 

to collect samples aboard LMG0902 are outlined in the following sections. 

 

Pigment and nutrient determinations 

Water samples for nutrient and pigment determinations were collected at discrete 

depths using 12L Go-Flo bottles on a Seabird CTD rosette package during LMG0901 and 

LMG0902.  All casts on LMG0902 were performed mid-day (noon) and sampling depths in 

the euphotic zone were selected based on PAR measurements (100, 50, 30, 10, 1%);

                                                 
1 (http://oceaninformatics.ucsd.edu/datazoo/data/pallter/datasets) 
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Figure 5  Map of the study area.  Stations occupied by PAL LTER (LMG0901) 11-17 

January 2009 are numbered according to their place on LTER grid lines and indicated by 

triangles.  Stations occupied by FOODBANCS 2 (LMG0902) 22 February – 5 March 2009 

are named with a lettering scheme and are indicated by circles.  (Marguerite Bay (MB), 

Adelaide Island (AD), Anvers Island (AN)). 
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additional samples were collected at intermediate depths as logistics allowed.  An additional 

3-9 depths were sampled for nutrient and pigment analyses between the mixed layer and the 

seafloor.  Aliquots for nutrient analysis (unfiltered) were collected in 25mL acid washed 

polypropylene bottles and were refrigerated (4˚C) until analysis within 24 hours of 

collection.  Samples were run on-board using a 5 channel (NO3
-/NO2

-, NO2
-, NH4

+, PO4
3-, 

Si(OH)4) Lachat QuickChem 8000 Flow Injection Analyzer with auto-sampler, and analyzed 

with Omnion software.  Water for nutrient determinations was collected at depths and times 

concurrent with the samples collected for pigment analysis.    

To enumerate the pigment suite in the algal community duplicate 1,000-2000mL 

aliquots were filtered through 47mm Whatman GF/F filters (0.7μm) at each sample depth.  

Chlorophyll a (chl a) and phaeophytin a (pha) measurements were made on-board ship with 

a Turner 10-AU fluorometer configured according to Arar and Collins (1997).  Filters 

prepared for carotenoid separation by High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 

were placed in vials and stored at -80˚C until analysis (within 3 months).  HPLC analysis was 

performed at the Estuarine Ecology Lab at the University of South Carolina (USC).  Due to 

low pigment concentrations duplicate filters were pooled into a single analyte to ensure that 

accessory pigments were present at concentrations sufficiently above the limit of detection.  

The USC method (Pinckney et al., 1996) is a hybrid of the Mantoura and Llewelyn (1983) 

and Van Heukelem et al. (1992,1994) protocols and employs the use of monomeric and 

polymeric C18 columns in series with a variable flow binary gradient. This method optimizes 

photopigment separations based on their coarse and fine molecular pigment structures and 

enhances the efficiency of retention on the column by increasing the number of theoretical 
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plates (Van Heukelem et al. 1992, Jeffrey et al. 1997).  However, this method has the same 

limitation as other techniques employing the use of octadecyl silica columns (e.g. Wright, 

1991), in that it is unable to completely separate chlorophyll c1 and c2.   

 

CHEMTAX 

Many species of nano- and pico-phytoplankton found throughout the Southern Ocean 

are difficult to indentify and count using light microscopy in that they either lack 

taxonomically useful morphology or are too fragile to survive fixation (Simon et al., 1994; 

Booth, 1993).  As an alternative, chemotaxonomic methods have been developed using 

biomarkers such as algal pigments to estimate the contributions of various classes to the total 

algal biomass (Mackey et al., 1996; Wright et al., 1996).  HPLC pigment data from 

LMG0901 and LMG0902 were analyzed using CHEMTAX chemical taxonomy software 

(version 1.95) to estimate the contribution of phytoplankton to total chl a biomass. 

CHEMTAX is initialized with a pigment ratio matrix described by a series of algal groups 

and then optimizes the ratios in this matrix through iteration and a steepest descent algorithm 

(Mackey et al., 1996).  This produces a minimum residual expressed as a root mean square 

value which represents the pigment content unexplained by CHEMTAX and is used as an 

assessment of error within the solution. 

The initial ratio matrix used in this study was based on Rodriquez et al. (2002) and 

characterizes the contributing marker pigments as a ratio to chl a.  This matrix contains a 

‘chemotaxonomic group’ that was created to represent (1) the contribution of a group of 

autotrophic dinoflagellates that were observed despite a lack of peridinin (the marker 
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pigment of autotrophic dinoflagellates) and (2) those algal groups whose pigment 

compositions have not yet been fully resolved (e.g. parmales, chrysophytes) (Rodriguez et 

al., 2002).  Data sets LMG0901 and LMG0902 contained peridinin in comparable quantities 

to other accessory pigments, so a ‘dinoflagellate’ group (average from Schluter et al., 2000) 

was added to the matrix to account for the contribution of dinoflagellates to the chl a 

biomass.  Also, because neither HPLC methodology could discriminate chlorophylls c1 and 

c2 (with LTER employing the modified Wright et al. (1991) method) their values were 

assumed to be conserved, and their respective ratios to chl a were added to form a single 

column in the ratio matrix. 

To optimize the CHEMTAX solution 60 additional matrices were randomly 

generated as described by Wright et al. (2009) by multiplying each cell in the initial matrix 

by random factor G; where G = 1+T*(S-0.05), T is a scaling factor (0.7), and S is a random 

number between 0 and 1 generated by the RAND function in Microsoft Excel.  Each ratio 

was used as a starting point for a CHEMTAX solution.  For data set LMG0901, violaxanthin 

and ‘c’ chlorophylls were below the limit of detection in many samples so the initial matrix 

was run through CHEMTAX with and without these pigments to minimize sources of error.  

When these pigments were removed from the matrix the residual errors were always larger, 

so they were kept in the matrix.  To further refine the final matrix solution, the best solution 

from the set of 60 randomized matrices was run through CHEMTAX again in a series of 

iterations performed according to Latasa (2007).  In this method, CHEMTAX is initialized 

with the best matrix from the previous run until the ratios converge toward a single solution.  
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This improved the residuals of both data sets, and the median run of the stable convergent 

solutions was chosen as the final matrix. 

 

Particle size analysis 

Samples were collected during LMG0902 to quantify size variability in the 

microphytoplankton community (>20μm) using a 0.5m diameter, 20μm net hauled vertically 

from 100m depth to surface.  Sampling to 100m depth provided consistency and ensured 

capturing the deep chlorophyll a maximums (50-100m) that have been observed in Antarctic 

waters (Holm-Hansen et al., 1994; Garibotti et al., 2003a).  Samples were preserved in 4% 

borax buffered formalin, normalized to standard volumes (500mL), and shipped back to NC 

State University for analysis.   

Net tow particles were sized using a Beckman Coulter LS I3 320 Laser Diffraction 

Particle-size Analyzer (LDPA).  This technique is commonly used to measure particle-size 

distribution (PSD) because of its rapid analysis time, ease of use and sample preparation, and 

for its highly reproducible results (Jillavenkatesa A. et al., 2001). This instrument operates by 

passing a multi-wavelength laser through particles suspended in the flow cell; this causes a 

forward diffraction of the resultant light beams that requires knowledge of the refractive 

index of the sample to calculate particle sizes from the scattering patterns.  The refractive 

index (RI) is given as RI = n ± i κ; where n is the real part of the index, κ is the absorption 

index or imaginary part of the refractive index, with i = √-1.  Indices used for this experiment 

were specific to mixed phytoplankton samples; n = 1.05, κ = .005 (Aas, 1996).  The PSD 

reports the distribution of particle sizes based on their equivalent spherical volume diameter 
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(ESD).  This ESD is defined as the diameter of a sphere with an equivalent area to that of the 

given particle’s projected area.   

It is important to note that this method assumes that all particles within the sample are 

spherical and homogeneous having no variation in refractive index or symmetry.  Any 

irregularity in particle geometry or cell composition will introduce error into estimated ESD 

values.  To address the limitation of these assumptions all samples were also characterized by 

light microscopy.  Sub-samples from net tows were settled according to the Utermöhl method 

and counted in diameter cross-sections using a Nikon 2000S Inverted Photomicroscope as 

outlined in IOC Manual 55 (Edler and Elbrächter, 2010).  For manual particle sizing, 

sequential images were captured along a single diameter transect with a Nikon D70S, and 

sized using 4pi Revolution microanalysis software calibrated with a stage micrometer.  ESD 

values were estimated for non-spherical particles using the volume calculations for 

equivalent spheroid cases found in Jennings and Parslow (1988) where the axial ratio ρ = ł/t 

(where ł = major axis (length) and t = minor axis (diameter)).  In the limiting case where ρ 

>> 1, the ESD was calculated based on the limiting prolate spheroid or ‘rod’ geometry where 

dv = δ [3/2ρ]1/3  (δ = t).   

 

Hydrographic data 

Vertical profiles of conductivity, temperature, and depth (CTD) were measured at 

each station using a Seabird CTD and rosette package.  Salinity and potential temperature 

data obtained from the CTD measurements were used to calculate Brunt-Väisälä frequency 

and potential density values.  The Brunt-Väisälä frequency (BVF), which is an estimate of 
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water column stability, is sensitive to mixing history and was used as an indicator of past and 

present mixed-layer depths.  The depth of the upper mixed layer (UML) was defined by a 

change in potential density (Δσt ) of 0.05 from the surface sustained over 5m (Monterey and 

Levitus, 1997).  The state of the current mixing environment was also interpreted from 

oxygen saturation values calculated from dissolved oxygen profiles measured using a Seabird 

SBE 43 sensor and calculations of oxygen solubility (Garcia and Gordon, 1992).  In situ 

fluorescence profiles were determined using a WET Labs ECO fluorometer and 

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) was measured using Biospherical Instruments 

QSP-2300 (water column) and QSR-240P (ship mast) sensors. 

Additional hydrographic information was derived from satellite data products 

available through NOAA’s Environmental Research Division’s Data Access Program 

(ERDDAP) data catalog2.  Ice coverage (Aqua AMSR-E), geostrophic currents (Aviso, 

calculated from satellite altimetry and dynamic height climatology), and chlorophyll a (Aqua 

MODIS) data products were extracted into ArcGIS using the Environmental Data Connector3 

for analysis.  Information about the calculations used to derive these data products is 

provided in the metadata of the respective data sets within the ERDDAP data catalog. 

 

Statistical analysis 

All statistical tests were performed with the SPSS statistical package (version 18.0).  

To assess changes in the contribution of each phytoplankton taxa across all stations, the 

relative abundance data from the CHEMTAX results were run through a one-way ANOVA.  
                                                 
2 (http://coastwatch.pfeg.noaa.gov/erddap/info/index.html) 
3 (http://www.pfeg.noaa.gov/products/EDC/) 
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A post-hoc test (Tukey HSD) was also performed to constrain which stations were 

contributing to the variability within each chemotaxonomic group.  The differences observed 

within the pigment suite were compared using a principle component analysis (PCA).  PCA 

uses linear correlations, extracted as components, to condense the dimensions of variability 

in a multi-variable analysis.  The pigment suite was normalized to the total pigment 

inventory at each station (excluding chlorophyll a), and carotenoids with a mean abundance 

>1% across all samples were included in the analysis.    

 

Results 

Pigments in the UML 

 Fluorometric data (Appendix C) revealed that the chlorophyll a in the UML was 

relatively low during both cruises (1.05 ± 0.58μg L-1 chl a) revealing no clear difference in 

concentration.  Chlorophyll a concentrations during LMG0901 showed a latitudinal trend, 

increasing from north to south, but this was not the case during LMG0902.  The clearest 

trend in the data sets appeared to be based on the strength of the pycnocline and evident in 

three chlorophyll a distribution profiles in the UML (Fig. 6).  The stations with surface 

concentrations > 1.0μg L-1 chl a exhibited two profile shapes. In the presence of a well-

defined, well-mixed surface layer (B, G, 300.100; Fig. 6 a,d) chlorophyll a was also well-

mixed, dropping off quickly across the sharp density gradient defining the UML.  Where the 

mixed layer was less defined and the density gradient sloped more gradually (100.000, 

200.060, AA; Fig. 6 b,e), chlorophyll profiles also decreased gradually with depth.  Weak 

density gradients also characterized the stations with chlorophyll concentrations 
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Figure 6 Vertical distributions of fluorometric chlorophyll a and density from LMG00901 and LMG0902: stations B, G, and 

300.100 (a, d); stations 100.000, 200.060, and AA (b, e); and stations E, F, 400.100, and 590.130 (c, f). 
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< 1.0μg L-1 chl a (E, F, 400.100, 590.130; Fig. 6 c,f) and chlorophyll peaked between 10 and 

50m. 

 When considering the HPLC-derived chlorophyll a inventory in the UML, 

concentrations between LMG0901 (0.57 ± 0.27μg L-1 chl a) and LMG0902 (0.58 ± 0.34μg L-

1 chl a) showed no significant differences (t-test; n=8, p>0.05).  However, accessory pigment 

concentrations showed considerably more variability.  The scatter plots shown in Fig. 7 

reveal the difference in the relationship between the accessory pigments and chlorophyll a 

between the two cruises.  According to linear regression trends, the concentrations of 

accessory pigments to chlorophyll a were on average about half as abundant in late summer 

during LMG0902 than during LMG0901.  During LMG0901 the most abundant diagnostic 

pigment was fucoxanthin followed by peridinin and 19'-butanoyloxy-fucoxanthin (19’But-

fuco).  During LMG0902 the most abundant diagnostic pigment was the chlorophyll c2c1 

followed by fucoxanthin and peridinin.  The correlation of fucoxanthin to chlorophyll a was 

high for both cruises, but the slope of the accessory pigments/chl a during LMG0902 was 

less than half that during LMG0901 (Fig. 7e).   

Before discussing the implications of these results I want to briefly examine the 

potential error introduced by using two different HPLC methodologies. This can easily be 

done using chlorophyll a as a control and comparing quantities of chlorophyll a derived by 

both fluorometry (FLR) and HPLC.  HPLC and fluorometric determinations of chlorophyll a 

for LMG0901 and LMG0902 (Fig. 8) linearly correlated (R2= 0.84, 0.88), and were 

quantitatively similar in concentration (FLR: (~1.6) HPLC).  Furthermore, the relatively tight 

overlap between FLR chlorophyll a and phaeophytin a (Fig. 7h) provides additional  
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Figure 7 Scatter plots of select HPLC-derived accessory pigments versus chlorophyll a.  

Outlined circles indicate samples collected during LMG0901 and solid triangles indicate 

samples from LMG0902.  Chlorophyll a and phaeophytin values in (h) are from fluorometric 

determinations.
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confidence that the pigments in both data sets were recovered with comparable efficiency, 

and that observed differences in HPLC pigment concentrations were unique to the sample, 

and not an artifact of the method used to detect them. 

The PCA performed on the pigment suite extracted three components (Eigen values > 

1) which cumulatively explained 98% of the variability in the data.  According to the analysis 

component 1 explained 84.2% of the variability, but the two data sets separated very little 

with this component (Fig. 9).  Most of the separation occurred with component 2 and 3, 

which explained 9.1% and 4.6% of the variability (respectively).  Separation in component 

space also occurred more between cruises rather than between individual samples or stations.  

The exception to this was station F which separated the most from all other data points in all 

three dimensions. Most importantly, the PCA determined that the pigments responsible for 

most of the separation between LMG0901 and LMG0902 data were diatoxanthin, 

diadinoxanthin, and zeaxanthin which are key pigments involved in the photo-protective 

xanthophyll cycle (which will be addressed in greater depth in the discussion.) 

 

Phytoplankton distributions according to CHEMTAX 

 For CHEMTAX analysis Mackey et al. (1996) recommended breaking the data into 

homogeneous subsets to reduce the amount of variation in the solution.  To test the 

sensitivity of CHEMTAX to the observed differences in pigment composition, the two data 

sets were binned separately by cruise and then by PAR depth (50% and 1% of incident 

radiation) to compare the size of the residuals.  The CHEMTAX analysis was conducted on 

each data set, and when both datasets were combined the residuals were considerably larger  
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Figure 8 Comparison of chlorophyll a determined by fluorometry (FLR) and HPLC for 

samples collected during (a) LMG0901 and (b) LMG0902. 
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Figure 9  Correlation plots of the three components extracted from the PCA.  Input to PCA 

was derived from the relative abundance of phytoplankton accessory pigments (>1%) at each 

station.  Component 1 explained 84.2% of the variability, component 2 accounted for 9.1%, 

and component 3 accounted for 4.6% of the variability observed between stations. 
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relative to being run separately.  Consequently, data sets LMG0901 and LMG0902 were 

processed by CHEMTAX separately, yielding their own unique output matrices (Table 1).  

When binned by PAR depth the results showed that separating samples by light bins did not 

produce significantly larger residuals relative to conducting a single analysis without light 

binning.  This provided confidence that samples at all PAR depths could be run and 

optimized using a single solution within their respective dataset.   

 According to the CHEMTAX solution (Fig. 10), diatoms were the largest 

contributors to chlorophyll a biomass in the UML during both cruises.  Overall, diatoms 

contributed 26-56% of the total chlorophyll a during LMG0901 and 28-65% during 

LMG0902.  Station F, which had the lowest total chlorophyll a concentration at 0.20μg L-1 

chl a, was the exception during LMG0902 with diatoms representing an extremely low 4.4% 

of the total chlorophyll a.  The next most abundant chemotaxonomic groups were the 

dinoflagellate and mixed flagellate groups.  Relative dinoflagellate abundances were slightly 

larger during LMG0902 (16-52%) compared to LMG0901 (5-22%).  Station F was again the 

exception with dinoflagellates and mixed flagellates dominating instead of diatoms.  The 

remaining chemotaxonomic groups (prasinophytes, cryptophytes, and prymnesiophytes) 

contributed the least to total chlorophyll; each contributing 6-11% during LMG0901 and 2-

7% during LMG0902. 

 To investigate the geographic and seasonal variability of the phytoplankton data, a 

MANOVA and post-hoc test (Tukey HSD) was performed on the CHEMTAX results with a 

pair-wise comparison by station (both cruises) of the mean relative abundance of the six 
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Table 1  The initial pigment matrix used for CHEMTAX analysis (modified from Rodriguez et al., 2002) and the final output 
matrices calculated by CHEMTAX for each pigment data set; LMG0901 and LMG0902.  All values are normalized to chl a.  
Abbreviations: Chl, Chlorophyll; Per, Peridinin; But, 19’-butanoyloxy-fucoxanthin; Fuc, Fucoxanthin; Violax, Violaxanthin; 
Hex-fuc, 19’-hexanoyloxy-fucoxanthin; Alx, Alloxanthin. 

 

Class/Pigment Chl c3 Chl c2 c1 Per But Fuc Violax Hex Allox Chl  b Chl  a 

Initial ratio matrix           
Prasinophytes 0 0 0 0 0 0.055 0 0 0.945 1 
Cryptophytes 0 0.174 0 0 0 0 0 0.228 0 1 
Diatoms 0 0.183 0 0 0.745 0 0 0 0 1 
Dinoflagellates 0 0.338 0.655 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Mixed flagellates 0.067 0.126 0 0.122 0.29 0 0.248 0 0 1 
Prymnesiophytes  0.141 0.144 0 0.08 0.011 0 0.916 0 0 1 

           
Output matrix LMG0901           
Prasinophytes 0 0 0 0 0 0.137 0 0 1.110 1 
Cryptophytes 0 0.091 0 0 0 0 0 0.683 0 1 
Diatoms 0 0.061 0 0 2.946 0 0 0 0 1 
Dinoflagellates 0 0.111 3.686 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Mixed flagellates 0.079 0.069 0 0.068 0.202 0 0.362 0 0 1 
Prymnesiophytes 0.297 0.042 0 0.168 0.017 0 1.139 0 0 1 
           
Output matrix LMG0902           
Prasinophytes 0 0 0 0 0 0.050 0 0 1.021 1 
Cryptophytes 0 0.174 0 0 0 0 0 0.322 0 1 
Diatoms 0 0.836 0 0 0.907 0 0 0 0 1 
Dinoflagellates 0 1.373 0.373 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Mixed flagellates 0.526 0.189 0 0.200 0.408 0 0.157 0 0 1 
Prymnesiophytes 0.137 0.194 0 0.078 0.007 0 1.404 0 0 1 
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Figure 10 (a-b) Relative contributions of phytoplankton classes to total chlorophyll a in the UML according to CHEMTAX 

and their corresponding absolute values (c-d).  Panels on the left (a,c) show data from LMG0901.  Panels on the right (b,d) 

show data from LMG0902. 
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chemotaxonomic groups.  The MANOVA revealed that differences in the relative 

abundances of each algal group were significant (P < 0.002), except for the mixed flagellate 

group, and confidence in the results was provided as most of the variance (75-95%) in the 

phytoplankton abundance data was occurring between the station data sets rather than within 

them.  The post-hoc table (Fig. 11) shows diatoms varied the most across stations and 

between both sampling events.  Station F and AA had significantly different diatom 

contributions relative to all other stations from LMG0901 and LMG0902, with the exception 

that the relative diatom abundance at AA did not differ significantly from station B.  The 

abundance of diatoms at station 400.100 was significantly lower than at station 100.000 as 

well as all LMG0902 sites, but not from station E which is closest to it in proximity on the 

shelf.   

 Fig. 11 also shows that the other algal groups varied to a lesser extent, with a few 

stations causing the majority of the variability within the statistical analysis; the 

dinoflagellate population at station F and the cryptophyte population at station 400.100 

differing significantly from all stations during both sampling events.  The prymnesiophyte 

group appeared to vary according to the chlorophyll distribution profiles (Fig. 6c) and 

revealed a homogeneous subset of stations (400.100, 590.130, E, and F) that differed 

significantly from all other stations. A closer examination of the significance matrix revealed 

that this also held true for the other de novo chlorophyll groups; the representative stations all 

maintaining homogeneous algal communities relative to the other stations in their 

chlorophyll group (the exceptions being station F (dinoflagellates) and 400.100 

(cryptophytes)).   
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Figure 11  Tukey HSD post-hoc significance matrix (* = p<0.05); pair-wise by algal class. 
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Diatoms 
AA *  * * * * * *   
* 590.130 *    *     
  * B *   *     
*  * 400.100   *  * * 
*    E  *     
*     300.100 *     
* * * * * * F * * * 
*      * 200.060    
*   *   *  G   
      *     *     100.000

Dinoflagellates 
AA      *     
  590.130     *     
   B    *     
    400.100   *     
     E  *     
      300.100 *     
* * * * * * F * * * 
       * 200.060    
       *  G   
            *     100.000

Prasinophytes 
AA           
  590.130       *   
   B         
    400.100        
     E       
      300.100      
       F     
        200.060    
  *       G   
                  100.000

Mixed Flagellates 
AA     *      
  590.130    *      
   B         
    400.100  *      
     E       
* *  *  300.100      
       F     
        200.060    
         G   
                  100.000
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Cryptophytes 
AA   *        
  590.130  *        
   B *        
* * * 400.100 * * * * * * 
    * E       
    *  300.100      
    *   F  *   
    *    200.060    
    *   *  G   
      *           100.000 

Prymnesiophytes 
AA *  *        
* 590.130 *   *  * * * 
  * B *        
*  * 400.100  *  * * * 
     E       
  *  *  300.100      
       F     
  *  *    200.060    
  *  *     G   
  *   *           100.000 
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Pigment concentrations at depth during LMG0902 

 HPLC analysis of samples taken below the permanent pycnocline during LMG0902 

revealed measurable quantities of chlorophyll a and accessory pigments reaching to within 

10m of the seafloor.  Below the mixed layer, concentrations in the pigment suite dropped 

below 100ng L-1; total pigment concentrations near the seafloor (Fig. 12) were lowest at B 

with a total of 4ng L-1 and ranged between 15-35ng L-1 at the other stations. While these 

quantities are small relative to UML values, they were comparable to concentrations just 

below the euphotic zone (30-80ng L-1).  At stations E, F, and G there was a near-bottom 

increase in the concentration (28-35ng L-1) and number of contributing accessory pigments 

relative to samples collected at mid-water depths (200-300m), which had total pigment 

concentrations as low as 1ng L-1.   

 In general the concentration of the chlorophyll a at mid-depths was lower relative to 

other chlorophylls (particularly the c chlorophylls), and accessory pigments were higher in 

near-bottom samples. Chlorophyll a (2-10ng L-1) and fucoxanthin (1-6ng L-1) were present in 

all bottom water samples, with the greatest quantities at stations E, F, and G.  Fluorometric 

determinations of chlorophyll a in the surface sediments at these stations (Appendix F) 

revealed that the highest concentrations were found in cores from stations E (323 ± 26ng g-1 

chl a) and F (468 ± 254ng g-1 chl a).  Chlorophyll a recovered by HPLC (Chapter 3, this 

document) alternatively showed the highest concentrations at station B (451ng g-1 chl a) and 

G (136ng g-1 chl a).  Our ability to make more in-depth comparisons are limited however, as 

the HPLC analysis revealed that accessory pigments were below the limit of detection.  
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Figure 12  HPLC-derived concentrations of pigments present in water column samples 

collected within 10m of the seafloor.  The sample identifier is given by the letter of the 

station and the depth at which it was collected. 
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Net plankton and size analysis from LMG0902 

 The volume probability statistics from LDPA analyses of net tow samples are 

provided in Table 2 with their respective PSD curves shown in Fig. 13.   The small standard 

deviations produced by duplicate analyses of samples from AA and G (±0.051 and ±0.074 % 

volume, respectively) provided confidence in the precision of the analysis.  For samples at B, 

E, and F (BEF) the PSD distributions showed only subtle differences, and the curve shown in 

Fig. 13b is the average of the three results, with the standard deviations representing the 

difference in the volume distributions among the three stations.  The average standard 

deviation for BEF was also small (±0.11% volume) with the largest errors associated about 

the distribution of the two modes.  The bimodal distribution at stations B, E, F, and G 

produced one mode centered between 31.5-50.3μm and a second between 98.8-154μm with 

both modes shifting towards larger diameters at the stations running from north to south. The 

statistics in Table 2 also reveal an increase in median ESD from north to south, increasing 

from 43.7μm at AA to 98.8μm at G. 

 According to microscopic analysis (images in Appendix E) the largest influence on 

these distributions was the variability in diatom composition and abundance; specifically the 

diatom Corethron criophilum (72-98% of total cells) which dominated the micro-

phytoplankton population at station B, E, F, and G.  For C. criophilum cells at stations B-G 

the axial ratio given as ρ = ł/t satisfied the limiting case where ρ >> 1, and the ESD was 

calculated based on the limiting prolate spheroid or ‘rod’ geometry.  The average ESD values 

at each station provided in Table 3 also show an increase from the northern to southern 

stations.   These values closely coincided with the location of the first mode in the PSD 
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curves at these sites (Fig. 13bc). At station G C. criophilum cells contributed the most to 

total cell density (98%) and had the largest valve diameters with an average of 30.6μm 

(Table 3).  Station G also had the greatest abundance of healthy, intact cells.  The average 

transapical dimensions of C. criophilum cells decreased from the southern to the northern 

stations with an average cell diameter at B of 17.2μm versus 30.6μm at G.  At stations B and 

E the C. criophilum cells with the smallest diameters were developing male gametes, 

indicating a shift towards sexual phase of reproduction in response to the reduction in cell 

size.   

 At AA C. criophilum was largely absent (<0.1% total cell volume) and the chain 

forming Chaetoceros socialis (69.8%) dominated, as well as centric diatoms such as 

Thalassiosira spp., Actinocyclus spp., Eucampia antarctica and pennates such as 

Fragilariopsis spp. and Psuedo-nitzschia, all of which were present both as individuals and 

in chain form. Chains of Psuedo-nitzschia spp. cells (2-5) were characterized optically as thin 

rods and microcope sizing calculations produced ESD values from 17-21μm.  The sizeable 

contribution of particles below 20μm observed in Fig. 13a (despite the 20μm net mesh) can 

be explained by the presence of Chaetoceros socialis cells.  The cell dimensions of these 

particles ranged from 4-10μm, but their long slender spines allowed the cells to be retained 

both as individual cells and in short 2-5 cell chains whose spines were intertwined.  Manual 

sizing efforts also revealed that the dimension of centric diatoms at AA with  
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Table 2 Volume distribution statistics from LDPA analysis.   

Station 
Mean ESD 

(μm) 
Median ESD 

(μm) Mode 1 (μm) Mode 2 (μm) d10 d50 d90 

AA 107.3 43.7 41.7 NA 9.5 43.7 306.5 
B 105.0 66.6 31.5 140.1 15.7 66.6 223.2 
E 108.9 68.1 37.9 140.1 17.1 68.1 223.1 
F 117.7 78.8 50.3 153.8 20.5 78.8 239.8 
G 133.3 98.8 50.2 154.0 36.9 98.8 290.1 

        
 

Table 3 Size data for intact C. criophilum cells. 

Station 
Major Axis 

(average-μm) 
Minor Axis 

(average-μm) 
Average axial 

ratio (μm) 
Median ESD 

(μm) 

B 189 17.2 11.3 43.3 
E 202 19.3 11.1 48.5 
F 203 24.2 8.8 55.3 
G 209 30.6 7.5 65.19 
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Figure 13  LDPA particle size distribution curves for vertical net haul samples (0-100m) 
during LMG0902. (a) station AA, (b) the average of curves from BEF, (c) station G.  The 
dashed lines represent the size range of the microphytoplankton fraction. 
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diameters between 20-50μm closely aligned with the first mode in the corresponding PSD 

curve in Fig. 13a. 

 Dinoflagellates, including Protoperidinium spp., Dinophysis spp., and Ceratium 

furca, were the next most abundant group.  They had predominantly spherical geometries and 

diameters ranging from 25-90μm.  The dinoflagellate group was followed by the 

silicoflagellate Distephanus speculum at AA and G; at station F Rhizosolenia spp. co-

dominated the diatom population with C. criophilum, whose abundances were then followed 

by flagellate groups.  Other plankton in the samples included microzooplankton ciliates 

(mostly Tintinnids), copepod nauplii, and gastropod larvae with dimensions between 80-

500μm.  In general, the estimates of cell densities within each sample corresponded well with 

overall trends in chlorophyll a concentration, with AA deviating slightly due to the 

abundance of C. socialis cells. 

  

Hydrography and nutrient distributions 

January, LMG0901  

 Vertical cross-sections of nutrient and hydrographic features for LMG0901 are 

plotted in Fig. 14.  The permanent pycnocline was a conspicuous feature that co-occurred 

with the location of the winter water (WW) layer and was evident as a temperature minimum 

located on average between 50-100m. The coldest and thickest portion of this layer was seen 

at station 200.060 with a minimum temperature of -1.54˚C located slightly deeper between 

70-150m.  Above the WW layer there was a clear north to south gradient in the temperature 

field with average mixed layer temperatures ranging from 0.94˚C at station 590.130 near 
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Anvers Island and decreasing to 0.07˚C at 100.000 in Marguerite Bay (Fig. 14a).  There was 

a similar trend in the salinity gradient with the lowest mixed layer salinity of 33.65 in 

Marguerite Bay, and increasing to 33.96 at 590.130 (Fig. 14b).  Due to their proximity to the 

shore, the lower temperatures and salinities observed at 100.000 and 200.060 are likely due 

to a greater influence from terrestrial melt water sources relative to other stations.  

 Temperature and density (σt) gradients in the vertical revealed a less consistent 

pattern.  Potential density profiles resolved 40-50m mixed layers (except 200.060), but only 

300.100 showed a clear mixed layer boundary.  Station 200.060 had a UML that appeared at 

one time to be well mixed down 75m but the potential density definition instead pinpointed 

the mixed layer depth (MLD) at 31m.  A saturated oxygen profile down to ~34m verified this 

to be a region of active mixing.  The UML at station 100.000 also appeared to be dynamic at 

the time of sampling with the density gradient indicating an MLD around 44m, and the 

actively saturated mixing layer appearing at around 17m. 

 While nutrient data were not available at station 300.100, nutrient distribution 

gradients (NIT, silicate, phosphate) throughout the rest of the grid co-varied with density 

surfaces throughout the water column.  There was no evidence of recent upwelling which 

allows us to assume that the nutrient distributions in the UML were largely driven by 

biological processes.  Silicate: NIT ratios were at least double Redfield (0.9) in the entire 

UML across the shelf with a minimum value of 2.2 at the surface at station 590.130 and a 

maximum at the surface at 400.100 with 3.2.  The low silicate: NIT values at 590.130 were 

largely due to a depletion in silicate (58μM) in the UML relative to NIT (26μM). 

Concentrations of phosphate averaged 1.4μM, changing very little across the grid. 
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 Below the WW layer there were two physiochemical features visible between stations 

400.100 and 590.130 (Fig. 14e-h) within the relatively warm modified UCDW (mUCDW) 

mass that occupies the shelf.  At station 590.130 there was a NIT max (36μM) at 150m and a 

silicate minimum (103μM) at 250m, and at station 400.100 there was a silicate max of 

118μM.  The combination of the lower silicate, higher NIT water at mid-depths suggests that 

this is an intrusion of UCDW.  The silicate maxima at 400.100 is high for mUCDW; this is 

even high for LCDW, which was ruled out as a contributing factor due to a lack of evidence 

in the density field (<27.8 kg m-3) of a recent intrusion.  It is possible that past intrusions of 

LCDW enriched the shelf with silica and the physical evidence dissipated upon mixing with 

the warm mUCDW on the shelf, but such high values seem to point to some sort of local 

regeneration.  A potential source could be the entrainment and dissolution of diatom-enriched 

biogenic material raining down from the surface layer. A relative decrease in silicate values 

closer to seafloor rules out dissolution and entrainment from the seabed as a source of 

enrichment at this location (additional plots from LMG0901 are located in Appendix B). 

 

February-March, LMG0902 

 The panels in Fig. 15 show the hydrographic and nutrient data for LMG0902.  By late 

February the WW layer warmed considerably with the coldest temperatures being -0.80˚C at 

station F (Fig. 15a).  Temperatures within the UML were also warmer than in January, but  

again declined along a north to south gradient.  Station B was slightly warmer than AA 

(averaging 2.2˚C to 2.01˚C, respectively), and the lowest temperatures were near Marguerite
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Figure 14 Vertical cross-sections of physical and chemical data collected during LMG0901.  

Figures a-d depict the top 100m a) temperature (˚C) b) potential density (kg m-3) c) salinity d) 

chlorophyll a (μg L-1). Figures e-h depict data from the surface to the seafloor e) temperature 

(˚C) f) potential density (kg m-3) g) silicate (µM) h) NIT (µM). The stations are listed at the 

top and bottom of each figure and sampling depths are indicated by gray bullets. 
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Figure 15 Vertical cross-sections of physical and chemical data collected during LMG0902.  

Figures a-d depict the top 100m a) temperature (˚C) b) potential density (kg m-3) c) salinity d) 

chlorophyll a (μg L-1). Figures e-h depict data from the surface to the seafloor e) temperature 

(˚C) f) potential density (kg m-3) g) silicate (µM) h) nitrate (μM). The stations are listed at the 

top and bottom of each figure and sampling depths are indicated by gray bullets. 
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Figure 16  AVISO sea surface altimetry products from 18 February, 2009; (a) Absolute Sea Surface 

Height calculated from a climatological reference ellipsoid, (b) Geostrophic currents (units in m/s) 

calculated from Sea Surface Height Deviation within the climatological dynamic height field.  

 

(b) 
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Bay at 1.26˚C.  Potential densities in the UML averaged 27.03 kg m-3 at B and G, 27.06 kg 

m-3 at E, and station F had the highest density values at 27.09 kg m-3 (Fig. 15b).  Salinities at 

B, E, and F were comparable, G showed the freshest signature (33.78), and AA the most 

saline (34.04) (Fig. 15c).  There were well defined mixed layer surfaces at B, E, and G, while 

the UML depths at F and AA were less distinct.  Oxygen saturation values at AA confirm the 

depth of the actively mixed layer at 26m, but multiple BVF maxima extending down to 150m 

reveal a complex mixing history.  The remaining stations also showed multiple maxima in 

the BVF field, but in all cases the shallowest relative maxima corresponded well with the Δσt  

MLD definition. 

 Nutrients were high across the region, but patterns at the surface again varied closely 

with hydrographic features.  Nitrate and phosphate showed depleted values in the surface 

layer relative to depths below the mixing layer.  Within the mixed layer, values were highest 

at B with concentrations around 24μM of nitrate and 1.6μM of phosphate, and locally 

enriched values at F relative to neighboring stations E and G.  Conversely, F showed locally 

depleted values of nitrite relative to neighboring stations E and G.  The most conspicuous 

silicate concentrations in the UML presented as a minimum at station AA with 54μM, and a 

maximum at B with 72μM.  The silicate depletion at AA also corresponded with the lowest 

observed silicate:nitrate values in the UML (2.5), indicating the pattern of higher silicate 

draw-down relative to nitrate that is observed in diatom-dominated phytoplankton 

communities. 

 When considering the entire water column (Fig. 15e-h), station F had the most 

complex hydrographic structure on the shelf.  First, station F was located on the eastern side 
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of the Marguerite Trough, a feature which is known to be a favorable location for UCDW 

intrusions (Moffat et al., 2009). In the nutrient field a core of elevated nitrate values centered 

at ~150m indicated the occurrence of one of these intrusions, and below 500m potential 

densities >27.8 kg m-3 and salinities >34.72 indicated the presence of LCDW. The WW layer 

was well defined at this site as mentioned previously, however there was a slight shoaling in 

the potential density and salinity surfaces indicating a slightly shallower mixed layer at F 

than at neighboring stations E and G.  An investigation into the dynamic topography in the 

region showed a slight surface depression in the sea surface height centered off Alexander 

Island near station F (Fig. 16a). AVISO geostrophic current velocity calculations resolved as 

a weak gyre centered mid-shelf at the same location which appears to be the southern shelf 

cyclone (SC) (Fig. 16b) that has been observed as a perennial feature in the dynamic 

topography field (Martinson et al., 2008).  Additional plots of hydrographic and nutrient data 

from LMG0902 can be found in Appendix B. 

 

Discussion 

The stations we occupied covered a wide latitudinal range with a relatively low 

sampling resolution however careful examination of the CHEMTAX data reveals a pattern of 

succession that is similar to that observed in previous studies.  During LMG0901, the lower 

chlorophyll stations to the north differed from the algal community at 100-300 (Fig. 10 b, d) 

due to an increase in the relative contribution of cryptophytes and prymnesiophytes to the chl 

a biomass. This was validated in the pigment suite by an increase in the ratio of the marker 

pigments allox and hex-fuc (respectively) to chl a (Fig. 9 a,e).  The difference in the algal 
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assemblages between the northern (slightly offshore) and southern (slightly inshore) stations 

suggests that at the time of sampling, the algal community was transitioning between 

successional communities along the northwest to southeast spring-ice retreat gradient.  

Additional evidence was provided by satellite chlorophyll a imagery.  Shortly after the 

LMG0901 stations were sampled there was a noticeable decline in chlorophyll 

concentrations that proceeded along a northwest to southeast gradient (year day 22-45) 

followed by a period of gradual enrichment in concentrations (along the same gradient) that 

continued before, during, and after LMG0902.   

According to the Aqua AMSR-E satellite data, sea-ice retreat in the spring was 

initiated in early September of 2008 and all stations were ice-free by December.  A study was 

conducted in the summer of 1997 under similar ice conditions (Garibotti et al., 2005), and the 

timing of phytoplankton succession during that summer suggests that the chemotaxonomic 

assemblage we observed on the shelf in January 2009 captured two of the recurrent 

assemblages; the community of ice-edge diatom blooms associated with the ice edge to the 

south, subsiding in the north (including late blooms of Phaeocystis) in favor of a more open-

water cryptophyte and phytoflagellate-dominated community.  Unfortunately, the absence of 

quantitative cell counts in this study prevent us from confirming a change in the abundance 

of any one taxa as discussed in other phytoplankton succession studies. 

Later in the season (February-March) the most significant changes in the 

phytoplankton community relative to the January data set were manifested primarily by 

changes in the diatom community at stations AA and F.  However, physical and chemical 

data suggest that these locations were being influenced by local dynamics that overwhelm 
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influences mediated by the ice-edge.  Station F appears to be particularly unique, and will be 

addressed in a later section   Station AA was situated between Snow and Smith Islands at the 

confluence of the Boyd and Bransfield Straits, isolating it hydrographically from the stations 

in the Bellingshausen Sea.  AA was also directly downstream of flow through the Boyd Strait 

which likely receives contributions of glacial melt water and iron from nearby Snow and 

Smith Islands. Though iron was not measured during this study, evidence of increased iron 

input was provided microscopically (Appendix F) by a diatom community that is typically 

associated with iron replete waters associated with the ice-edge (e.g. C. socialis, Actinocylcus 

actinochilous; Garibotti et al., 2005).  Given that AA also has the fewest number of ice days 

relative to other stations on the shelf, it is likely that effects of local melt-water contributions 

are dominating over ice-driven succession processes.   

The remaining LMG0902 stations (B, E, and G) were identified by the 

MANOVA/post-hoc as sharing a homogeneous assemblage with stations 100.000, 200.060, 

and 300.100 sampled in January.  However, changes in the pigment matrix (Table 2, Fig. 10) 

seem to indicate that some sort of physiological shift was occurring between the two 

assemblages that was not resolved by the CHEMTAX solution.  As mentioned previously, 

the phytoplankton sampled during the summers of 1997 and 1999 (Garibotti et al., 2005) 

experienced a similar ice season to the one in this study, and cell counts revealed a third stage 

of succession apparent as an increase in the diatom population moving towards open water.  

The appearance of this phytoplankton community is consistent with the ecological 

predisposition of certain diatoms to thrive in low iron environments relative to other species, 

specifically phytoflagellates (Boyd et al., 2000).  In terms of our homogeneous sub-set, a 
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late-season increase in the relative contribution from diatoms might explain why the sites 

located slightly in-shore would have a similar diatom community to the mid-shelf sites 

sampled later in the summer.   

All stations not found in the homogeneous subset were marked by: (1) a difference 

(higher or lower) in the contribution of diatoms to the chlorophyll a biomass as well as (2) an 

increase in the relative contribution of other taxa.  Thus, it appears that the mid- and late-

summer phytoplankton assemblages in the mid-shelf of the WAP region are homogeneous at 

many stations, at least chemotaxonomically, and the largest factor dictating differences in 

these populations appears to be tied to: (1) changes in the contribution of the diatom biomass 

and (2) episodic blooms that are either associated with seasonal succession on the shelf or 

with separate, localized features such as that found at AA and F.  Homogeneous algal 

communities appeared throughout the shelf in a range of mixed layer conditions and in non-

limiting, macronutrient enriched waters suggesting that community shifts were being driven 

by an alternative mechanism. Iron is known to be an important factor in determining the 

dominance of diatoms over phytoflagellates in this region (Boyd et al., 2000), however 

measurements have not yet been made on the WAP continental shelf.  Iron has been 

proposed as the likely agent of assemblage change in this region in other studies (Garibotti et 

al., 2003a, 2005b), therefore having baseline estimates of iron concentrations, rates of 

biological utilization, and the concomitant biological response under limiting conditions 

would be useful in determining if and how iron will influence successional change in the 

future. 
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Station F 

As noted previously, the CHEMTAX results indicated that station F differed in the 

relative contribution of diatoms (low) and dinoflagellates (high) from all other stations.  This 

was validated by a decrease/increase in the abundance of key marker pigments fucoxanthin 

(diatoms)/peridinin (dinoflagellates) relative to other stations.   According to sea-surface 

height data and the derived geostrophic current field these samples were also collected near 

the center of a cyclonic gyre (SC). The proximity of station F relative to the gyre allows for 

the discussion of physical mechanisms that could potentially explain the phytoplankton 

distribution at this location.  Cyclonic gyres are associated with upwelling and divergent 

motion in the horizontal flow field moving away from the center of the gyre.  Upwelling 

activity is usually evident in the form of cooler surface temperatures, an increase in nutrient 

concentrations in the UML, and an increase in baroclinicity resulting in an uplift of 

isopycnals.  While the flow velocities associated with this gyre were fairly weak (~0.03 m/s), 

vertical cross-sections did reveal a slight upward displacement in salinity and density 

isopleths.  While the upwelling associated with cyclonic gyres is typically associated with an 

increase in production from an increase in available nutrient concentrations, the gyre’s 

divergent flow can actually work to thin planktonic populations and may explain the low 

chlorophyll biomass at F (Bakun, 2006). Localized nitrite (min) (Appendix B) and nitrate 

(max) features at F relative to stations E and G seem to provide further evidence that dilution 

is occurring. Given the assumption that the majority of nitrite in surface waters is produced 

through nitrate reduction by phytoplankton (Wada E., 1991), the absence of phytoplankton 
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would yield lower nitrite and higher nitrate concentrations relative to locations where photo-

autotrophs are actively contributing to nitrate reduction and assimilation processes.   

As for the anomalous absence of diatoms at station F, one potential explanation is 

grazing pressure from zooplankton.  This seems unlikely however, because the chlorophyll a 

to phaeophytin a ratio (8.3 ± 1.4) in the UML, which is typically used as an indicator of 

grazing activity, was higher than any station relative to both sampling events.  This suggests 

that either grazing was not a factor in the reduction of the diatom population, or the 

phaeophytin that may have been produced by a previous grazing event has since undergone 

photodegradation or was advected out of the region by the gyre.  This is purely speculation, 

as an absence of zooplankton data at this location and time prevents us from quantifying the 

population and its influence in the region.  Alternatively, advection itself could also have 

been the mechanism for the removal of diatoms.  The dispersion of the ice-edge diatom seed 

populations by the divergent motion of the gyre would likely have greatly reduced 

competition for nutrients and allowed other species to flourish, such as the dinoflagellates at 

station F.   This, however, remains untested. 

The lack of information about the role of the SC in locally affecting productivity and 

the distribution of phytoplankton warrants further research.  Estimates of 234Th activities and 

rates of particle export were made simultaneously with phytoplankton samples during 

LMG0902 to help provide additional information about the study sites (Pointer/DeMaster, 

unpublished), but inventories and flux data provided no conclusive evidence that production 

or particle export, at the surface and at mid-depths, was higher at F than at other stations on 

the shelf at this time; nor did there appear to be a clear relationship between 234Th activities 
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and chlorophyll biomass.  However, this is also the first time that this location has been 

sampled, as it falls just south of the 300 line on the LTER grid.  This is also likely the first 

time a station has been sampled in this location relative to this position in the gyre.  This 

gives rise to the question of how and if the strength and location of this gyre from year to 

year could potentially effect both production and the export of that production.  Interestingly, 

a study by Martinson et al. (2008) found that in 2002 when the SC was particularly well 

defined there was also a large incursion of UCDW observed near the 300 line on the shelf.  

Physiochemical data revealed that at the time F was sampled UCDW was also observed on 

the shelf (as well as LCDW in the Marguerite Trough) which provides additional evidence 

that these intrusions may be related to the forcing of this gyre. These intrusions are predicted 

to increase in frequency due to climate-forced changes in wind patterns and forcing of the 

ACC (Martinson et al., 2008), and this study suggests that local planktonic populations will 

be increasingly affected as well. 

 

Phytoplankton physiology 

 Despite the chemotaxonomic similarities in the phytoplankton community, 

differences in the two pigment suites (Fig. 8) mandated the use of two separate matrices to 

initialize CHEMTAX; the relationships between carotenoids and chlorophyll a during 

LMG0902 in many cases were a half to a third as large as those used in the LMG0901 matrix 

(Table 1).  Based on the good agreement between the HPLC and chlorophyll data sets (Fig. 

8) we can assume that the differences in the data sets are not due to differences in 

methodology.  With confidence in the efficiency of pigment recovery between the different 
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detection methods, the changes observed in the pigment matrices, therefore, can be attributed 

to an internal response within the phytoplankton cells.   

Changes in cellular pigment relationships in phytoplankton are known to be caused 

by stressors such as changes in nutrient and light availability, examples of which have been 

well documented (e.g. DiTullio et al., 2007; Schlüter et al., 2000).  These adjustments can 

occur over short and long temporal scales and are manifested by changes in internal 

morphology, accessory pigmentation, and growth rates (Falkowski and LaRoche, 1991; 

Hazzard et al., 2008).  Since macronutrient concentrations were well above limiting, a late 

season depletion of micronutrients could have caused a physiological stress response.  

However, a lack of available data limits the ability to confirm this.   

In this case, the most likely explanation for this physiological adjustment appears to 

be a photoprotective response.  An increase in incident irradiance in the visible (400-700nm) 

and/or ultraviolet band (UVR; 280-400nm) stimulates the activation of the xanthophyll cycle.  

This initiates a series of de-epoxidation reactions, such as the conversion of diadinoxanthin 

(violaxanthin) to diatoxanthin (zeaxanthin), which works to maximize photosynthetic 

efficiency and minimize cell damage by dissipating excess radiation (Dimier et al., 2007 and 

references therein).  During LMG0901, not only were concentrations of violaxanthin were 

lower than LMG0902, but ratios of diatoxanthin:diadinoxanthin were twice as high.  This 

relationship also agrees with pigments identified by the PCA as being responsible for the 

separation of the two data sets.   

Interesting, the xanthophyll cycle is typically associated with a short term 

photoprotective response to changes in light intensity.  In water columns where the mixed 
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layer is stable, a vertical gradient in the ratio of these xanthophylls can even be seen due to 

depth associated changes in PAR (Moline 1998).  However, our data showed that photo-

protective pigment ratios changed very little within the mixed layer, instead increasing at or 

below the pycnocline.  In this case, a history of instability in the mixing environment at most 

stations according to BVF data indicates that mixing in the UML was occurring more quickly 

than the phytoplankton could respond to changes in their light environment.  This suggests 

that these cells may be responding instead to changes occurring on a seasonal time scale such 

as the change in the light regime from mid to late summer.  This seems to be supported by 

the ship board PAR data which showed that average mid-day irradiance intensities were 16% 

lower during LMG0902 relative to LMG0901, and daily maximum intensities dropped by 

9.4%.   

It is worth noting that the cellular de-epoxidation response to light stress is specific to 

the unique ecological niche of the phytoplankton species undergoing the change (Karentz et 

al., 1991) and acts as a functional component of phytoplankton diversity (Dimier et al., 

2007).  Unfortunately, since our pigment suite contains the entire algal community little can 

be generalized about the cellular photoacclimation response of the individual phytoplankton 

groups or species.  However, the ability of algal cells to respond to changes in PAR and 

UVR-B that has been predicted for this area in the future (Smith et al., 1992) could favor 

those algal groups that are able to make physiological adjustments needed to photosynthesize 

efficiently under the more stressful radiation conditions.  This could be of particular 

consequence for diatoms which live closer to the surface and have lower concentrations of 
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UVR-absorbing pigmentation relative to other algal groups (Hazzard et al., 1997; Zudaire 

and Roy, 2001).   

 

Particle size distribution and Corethron morphology 

 The LDPA data from LMG0902 is of interest primarily because the density curves 

separated the stations into three hydrographically specific groups; B, E, and F are situated in 

the mid-shelf in the Bellingshausen Sea, G is at the mouth of Marguerite Bay, and AA 

bordering the Boyd Strait, the eastern side of the Bellingshausen Sea, and the western 

Bransfield Strait.  The difference in the distribution observed at AA we have already 

attributed to a diatom community dominated by smaller Chaetoceros socialis, Psuedo-

nitzschia, and various centric diatoms (Thalassiosira spp., Actinocyclus actinochilus).  

According to microscopy the difference in the distribution at BEFG can be attributed to 

changes in the size distribution of C. criophilum.   

 The bimodality of these distributions is likely due in part to an instrument artifact that 

appears when analyzing asymmetric materials such as C. criophilum.  Studies of non-

spherical particles using this instrument have shown that particles tend to orient themselves 

in the direction of the flow field as it passes across the beam (Kelly and Kazanjian, 2006). 

This causes an apparent bimodality in the LDPA results in which the modes in the 

distribution (for monosized samples) correspond with values approximate to the breadth and 

length of the particles oriented in the flow field (Matsuyama et al. 2000).  Also, according to 

Kelly and Kazanjian (2006) their asymmetrical, monosized samples showed that the d50 % 

volume statistic corresponded best with the median ESD calculated from the measured 
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particle dimensions.  While our samples were not monosized, they were dominated by 

asymmetrical Corethron criophilum cells and the LDPA results showed similar bimodal 

features to the particle experiments we just discussed.  Furthermore, though the values for the 

measured median ESD (Table 4) and the d50 % volume statistics (Table 3) differed by a 

factor of ca. 0.6, their relationship was well correlated (R2 = 0.950).  It is worth noting in this 

case that for particles with extreme anisodiametry such as Corethron, calculated ESD values 

based on measurements of particle axes can be far removed from the true particle dimensions 

(Jennings and Parslow, 1988).  The calculations used here for the limiting case of the prolate 

spheroid geometry, characterized as a “thin rod”, yields an ESD volume that likely 

underestimates Corethron’s more cylindrical geometry.   

 From a morphological perspective, the most important information ascertained from 

the LDPA results was the gradient in the size distribution of C. criophilum.  These cells 

reproduce like most diatoms via an asexual process of cellular division in which the daughter 

cells grow within the silica frustule of the parent cells.  However, because the daughter cells 

grow with the spines laying down along their sides, the diameter (minor axis) of these cells 

decrease faster with each successive generation than observed in other diatoms.  Therefore, a 

decrease in diameter represents an increase in the age of the constituent bloom; and in this 

case the decrease in diameter resolves a north to south gradient in the timing of bloom 

initiation.  Assuming, as we have, that bloom timing on the WAP is largely governed by the 

retreat of sea ice, this shift in C. criophilum morphology down the shelf provides important 

evidence that this species does appear to be mediated by a north-south gradient in bloom 

initiation that has not yet been recognized.   
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Implications for the benthos 

As discussed earlier, the study presented here was conducted in support of 

FOODBANCS 2 research objectives requiring knowledge of the phytoplankton contributing 

to the benthic food source.  Fluorometric estimation of chlorophyll a (Chapter 3) showed 

elevated concentrations in surface sediments relative to subsurface depths at all stations, 

validating the connection between recent production and surface sediments on the WAP 

shelf.  As such, I would like to briefly expand on the implications of this research for benthic 

analyses. 

The intra-seasonal and spatial distributions of key phytoplankton taxa quantified in 

the surface ocean between January and March showed good agreement at most stations with 

succession patterns.  This information has direct implications for analyses comparing the taxa 

incorporated into the seabed reservoir with what is being assimilated into animal tissues.  The 

chemotaxonomic analysis also revealed important anomalies that should be considered when 

discussing patterns of benthic response.  The latitudinal gradient that the stations cover is 

meant to resolve a gradient in sea-ice extent that is being modified by climate change.  In the 

case of stations AA and F, local dynamics appear to be dominating the biology more-so than 

the seasonal dynamics of sea-ice variability.  At AA, the diatom-rich assemblage that was 

sampled is typically associated with an ice-edge community (Garibotti et al., 2005) despite 

being ice free for most of the year.  Given its proximity to the South Shetland Islands in an 

HNLC ocean, the phytoplankton contributing to the benthic food source at AA is more likely 

being moderated by the availability of terrestrial iron rather than the absence of sea ice.  This 

is an important fact to consider when comparing the benthic response at AA to the stations to 
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the south, specifically since discussions about climate scale changes are tightly coupled with 

variability in the ice regime.   

Our understanding of the dynamics governing the phytoplankton at F are less clear, 

but it does appear that the SC is playing a role in modifying surface conditions for the 

phytoplankton community there.  Further study is needed to quantitatively and qualitatively 

describe the effect of this gyre on the material being exported out of the surface layer, and to 

determine the temporal and spatial extent of its influence on the shelf.  Answering questions 

about the control of water column processes on exported material has immediate implications 

for quantifying the organic material reaching the seabed.  This may be especially challenging 

at F where the sediment accumulation rate was non-steady state (DeMaster, pers. com.) and 

sediment focusing caused by currents associated with changing seafloor relief in the 

Marguerite Trough might be obscuring signals in the sediment inventory (Isla et al., 2004). 

Samples collected aboard LMG0901 and LMG0902 were also used in a recent study 

on the seasonal variability of particle sinking velocities (McDonnell and Buessler, 2010).  

After occupying the same station (PS2; Marguerite Bay) at two different points in the season 

they discovered considerable difference in sinking velocities; for particles in the 70-200 μm 

size range the average sinking rate for these particles during LMG0901 was 145 m d-1 

compared to 295 m d-1 during LMG0902.   This change in sinking velocities was attributed to 

changes in cellular physiology coinciding with succession; a phenomenon which we believe 

we were also able to resolve within the pigment matrix.  The results from this study adds 

biogeochemical relevance to the physiological changes we observed in the mid and late 
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summer assemblages, as changes in sinking velocities are synonymous with changes in 

carbon fluxes. 

 

Summary 

The spatial distribution of the FOODBANCS 2 study sites was able to resolve the 

seasonal progression of the three recurrent assemblages during the summer of 2009. 

Conditions in the UML influenced the distribution of chlorophyll in the surface layer, as well 

as the phytoplankton assemblage that contributed to the chlorophyll inventory, however a 

clear relationship could not be established between changes in the phytoplankton assemblage 

and mixed layer depth.  While the statistical analysis of the CHEMTAX data revealed that 

the algal communities at some stations were homogeneous between the mid- and late- 

summer cruises, an analysis of the pigment suite revealed physiological differences that 

likely represent separate stages of succession.   

The CHEMTAX results indicated that station AA and F were different from all other 

stations primarily because of their anomalous diatom populations (high and low, 

respectively).  These locations were also influenced by unique local dynamics that appear to 

be stronger than succession patterns forced by sea-ice dynamics.  Specifically, station F was 

situated in the center of a perennially observed gyre referred to as the Southern Cyclone 

(Martinson et al., 2008) while station AA was hydrographically isolated from the stations to 

the south (Fig. 7; Appendix B) and was likely responding to changing surface conditions 

that are independent from the timing of sea ice retreat.   
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 Differences in accessory pigment concentrations observed between the data sets 

verify that some type of physiological response was occurring within the phytoplankton 

community between mid- and late summer.  It is unclear at this time what is mediating the 

change in pigment ratios between the two data sets, but the data suggests that the diatom-

enriched phytoplankton community sampled at B, E, and G resolved the recurrent, third stage 

of succession whose constituents were physiologically different from the chemotaxonomic 

community observed in January.   

Finally, microscopy revealed that the increase in the median ESD produced by the 

LDPA was governed largely by the changing diameter of Corethron criophilum.  This north 

to south increase corresponds with the gradient in the timing of sea-ice retreat, and it is to our 

knowledge the first example of a morphological phytoplankton response along this gradient.  

Microscopic analyses also revealed a unique diatom assemblage at AA.  This population was 

dominated by centric diatoms, Psuedo-nitzschia spp., and Chaetoceros socialis and it was 

unclear how efficiently the LDPA was able to recover the difference between individual C. 

socialis cells and those in chain form.  These two forms likely represent a difference in 

sinking velocity, and detecting these differences is important for elemental budgets.  Changes 

in sinking rates can affect the export of silica, nitrate, and carbon out of the surface, and 

could potentially affect benthic organisms that derive their nutrition solely from these 

materials. 
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Chapter 3 

Changes in the distribution of ice-associated diatom taxa recorded in modern shelf 
sediments on the West Antarctic Peninsula  

 
Introduction 

Diatoms are one of the most sensitive paleo-proxies available for use in 

oceanographic and climactic reconstructions in the Southern Ocean (SO) (Cunningham and 

Leventer, 1998; Buffen et al., 2007).  Their opaline silica skeleton is better preserved in 

Antarctic sediments relative to elsewhere in the world, and furthermore, morphological 

differences and the co-abundance of key taxa can reveal intricacies about biological and 

environmental responses that can not be resolved by other climate proxies (Cunningham and 

Leventer, 1998; Leventer and Dunbar, 1996 and references therein).  However, most research 

has focused on changes over glacial-interglacial time scales and still little is known about 

how rapid climate changes are documented within the Antarctic marine paleoenvironmental 

record (Domack and Mayewski, 1999).   

The distribution of diatoms on the WAP is controlled by a complex interaction among 

environmental variables such as temperature, salinity, nutrient and light availability, water-

column stability, and sea ice.  The sea ice not only serves as a temporary winter habitat for 

algae that become entrained during ice formation, but it exerts a considerable influence on 

variables in the growth environment (Garrison and Buck, 1985; Garrison et al., 1989).  

Therefore, differences in sea-ice formation, type, concentration, extent, and even break out 

patterns (i.e. melting versus physical breakout by wind stress) will all produce distinct diatom 
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assemblages (Garrison and Buck, 1985; Gleitz et al., 1996; Leventer and Dunbar, 1996; 

Bidigare et al., 1996; Cunningham and Leventer, 1998).  

South of the Polar Front the diatom taxa can generally be identified as sea-ice or 

open-ocean taxa.  These designations are based on the relationship between summer/winter 

conditions under which each taxa reaches maximum abundances (Armand et al., 2005; 

Crosta et al., 2005).  Diatoms considered sea-ice taxa are typically observed within the 

northernmost extent of the winter ice edge and sometimes only as far as the extent of the 

summer ice edge. In many cases they reach their maximum sediment abundances where sea 

ice persists >7months/year (Armand et al., 2005).  The presence of dense pack ice is typically 

characterized by communities high in pennates, Fragilariopsis curta, F. cylindrus, and the 

genus Chaetoceros (Garrison and Buck, 1985; Garisson et al., 1987).  Loose platelet ice can 

accumulate as dense slush layers under near shore pack and fast ice and can support 

communities of centric diatoms such as Thalassiosira antarctica, T. tumida, Porosira 

pseudodenticulata, P. glacialis, and Stellarima microtrias (Horner 1985; Smetacek et al., 

1992; Gleitz et al., 1996; Cunningham and Leventer, 1998).   

For the diatom Thalassiosira antarctica there are two morphologies, named T1 and 

T2 by Taylor et al. (2001), that can be distinguished by differences in valve diameter, 

areolation (pores), and the presence/absence of marginal siliceous projections (shoes) on the 

frustule (Villareal and Fryxell, 1983).  T. antarctica T2 valves have distinct marginal 

processes, a larger diameter (>20μm), and a more coarse areolation than the T1 valves. A 

temperature experiment by Villareal and Fryxell (1983) revealed that these morphological 

differences appear to be sensitive to temperature with lower temperatures favoring the finer 
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areolation and smaller size of the T1 valves.  Therefore, tracking changes in the abundances 

of these two morphologies are useful for tracking temperature change in their respective 

growth environments. 

The diatom assemblages that are supported between the winter and summer sea-ice 

boundary are also influenced by ice break-up processes that occur in the spring.  When ice 

retreat progresses via in situ melting it produces a low salinity melt-water lens that stratifies 

the upper water column, and blooms are seeded with melt-out species such as F. curta and F. 

cylindrus which reach their highest abundances near the summer ice-edge (Garrison and 

Buck, 1985, Garrison et al., 1987). However, where sea-ice retreat is driven heavily by wind 

stress such as in the southern-central Ross Sea, studies reveal a diatom assemblage with 

higher contributions from a more diverse variety of Fragilariopsis (including F. cylindrus, F. 

kerguelensis, F. ritscheri, F. obliquecostata) as well as a decrease in the contribution from F. 

curta (Leventer and Dunbar, 1996; Cunningham and Leventer, 1998).  Other ecologically 

significant species include the pack-ice associated Eucampia antarctica (Zielinski and 

Gersonde, 1997) and Distephanus spp. (Garrison, 1989), and Actinocyclus actinochilus 

which is most commonly found in the ice-edge zone (Medlin and Priddle, 1990). 

Since sea ice is a major factor controlling the growth environment on the WAP 

continental shelf, the diatoms in the open ocean taxa reach their greatest abundances in this 

region after the spring ice break-up.  F. kerguelensis, which reaches its highest abundances 

between the maximum summer ice edge and the Polar Front, is typically found in locations 

with ice-free conditions (<20% coverage) throughout the summer (Crosta et al., 2005).  The 

abundance of this diatom in the sediment is also known to correlate negatively with sea-ice 
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distribution (Burckle et al., 1987) making it an important species for tracking environmental 

change.  On the Antarctic Peninsula the open water diatom Rhizosolenia, particularly R. 

styliformis, has also proven useful for past environmental reconstructions (Bak et al., 2007); 

in the water column warm, stratified waters favor the dominance of Rhizosolenia which 

typically appear beneath the strong summer thermocline (Bak et al., 2007; Kemp et al., 

2001).  

Another important open-water species on the WAP is Thalassiosira gracilis. This 

diatom reaches its highest abundances under February SSTs of 1-2˚C and open-ocean 

conditions.   In most cases, increasing occurrences of T. gracilis are associated with an 

increase in annual sea-ice duration (up to 8.5 months/year) (Crosta et al., 2005).  However, in 

a study of diatom taxa throughout the Southern Ocean, this diatom achieved its maximum 

sediment abundance (11.9%) on the WAP where elsewhere in the SO abundances reached 2-

5% (Crosta et al., 2005).  This diatom appears to thrive in conditions along the WAP and we 

expect changes in the relative abundance of T. gracilis to be an important open-water 

indicator. 

In this study we present an analysis of the diatom assemblages at two sites at the 

northern and southern end of the WAP continental shelf.  These two sites represent ~150 day 

difference in ice coverage; the northern station with a typical ice-retreat in mid-September; 

the southern station observing a typical retreat-date in mid- to late-November (Fig. 17; 

Stammerjohn et al. 2008b). The difference in sea-ice climatology over the WAP continental 

shelf follows a north to south gradient in annual coverage which acts as a natural laboratory 

for assessing the impact of climate change on biological systems (Domack et al., 2003).  In 
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Figure 17 Spatial sea-ice climatology maps (1992-2004) from Stammerjohn et al. 2008b.  

The panels show (a) day of advance (year day), (b) retreat day (year day), (c) ice days (total 

days and (d) ice persistence (%).  The black box depicts the outline of the PAL LTER Grid.   
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addition to comparing the abundances of diatom taxa with sea ice versus open-water life 

histories we provide a reference point for assessing past and future responses to rapid 

warming events.   

 

Methods 

Sediments were collected aboard the ASRB Laurence M. Gould (22 February – 5 

March 2009) at five mid-shelf sites (500-600m) on the WAP between Smith Island (63˚S) 

and Marguerite Bay (68˚S) as a part of the FOODBANCS 2 sampling program (Fig. 18).  

Cores were taken using a Bowers and Connelly Mega-Corer and were covered and placed in 

a climate controlled room (~1˚C) within 1 hour of being brought on board.  The cores were 

extruded, sliced at 1cm intervals down to 10cm then every 2cm down to 20cm, and 

homogenized.   

Chlorophyll a extractions were performed according to the method used in Cooper et 

al. (2002) to assess the lability of phytoplankton material incorporated in the seabed.  This 

was done in the top 10cm at all five stations, and down to 20cm at E and G as time allowed.  

Briefly, a 1cc plug of homogenized sediment was taken and placed in a 15Ml centrifuge tube.  

Chlorophyll was extracted at 2˚C for 12 hours in 10Ml of 90% acetone.  The supernatant was 

decanted into a borosilicate tube and analyzed on-board with acidification using a Turner 10-

AU configured according to Arrar and Collins (1997).  Sediments were sub-sampled for 

HPLC analysis to quantify the relationship between chlorophyll a and accessory pigments, 

particularly fucoxanthin which is a key marker pigment for diatoms in the sediment (Josefson 

and Hansen, 2003).  These sediments were placed in centrifuge tubes, 
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Figure 18 Map of stations sampled in this study during FOODBANCS 2 cruise LMG0902 

(February-March, 2009).  (Marguerite Bay (MB), Adelaide Island (AD), Anvers Island 

(AN)).
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Shipped to NC State, and stored at -20C until analysis.  Surface sediments from all 5 cores 

and one deep sample at B and G were sent to Estuarine and Ecology Lab at USC and 

analyzed using the HPLC method outlined in Pinckney et al. (1996).   

Samples at two stations, B and G, were processed for microscopic analyses.  

Sediments were placed in snap cap vials, stored in the dark, and shipped back to NC State.  

These sites represent 3-4 month difference in annual sea-ice persistence and were chosen to 

provide a reference point for diagnosing how the diatom assemblages have responded to 

climate scale variability on the WAP shelf.  Sediments were cleaned and mounted at the 

University of North Carolina at Wilmington as described in Cahoon and Laws (1993).  

Briefly, organic digestions were performed by adding 30% hydrogen peroxide, were 

acidified with hydrochloric acid to remove carbonates, and rinsed.  The sediments were 

settled onto 22mm2 glass cover slips according to the technique outlined by Laws (1983).  

According to Laws (1983) the precision of this technique eliminates the need for replicate 

counts.  Slides prepared for structural analysis were coated with a gold/palladium alloy, and 

analyzed using a Hitachi S-3200 Variable Pressure Scanning Electron Microscope at the 

Analytical Instrumentation Facility at NC State. 

Slides for diatom enumerations were permanently mounted using naphrax glue and 

counted at 1200x using an Olympus BX-50 with Differential Interference Contrast 

illumination (DIC/Nomarski).  Due to a high number of Chaetoceros resting spores (25-

55%), ~700 cells were counted per slide to ensure the statistical significance of ecologically 

important species that tend to be numerically less abundant.  For most cells, only valves that 

were >50% intact were counted. For fragile, less silicified taxa, such as the genus 
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Fragilariopsis, species were enumerated by their apical ends and the total count was divided 

in half to represent the presence of a single valve.  The long, thin frustules of Thalassiothrix 

spp. and Thalassionema spp. are also fragile and difficult to identify in sediments.  As in 

Buffen et al. (2007) these frustules were counted based on the presence of a single apical end, 

and having a similar ecological significance, they were grouped into a single category 

(Thalassiothrix/nema spp. ends).  Identifying frustules to species level sometimes proved 

impossible due to a loss of discernible characteristics from dissolution or fracturing; these 

diatoms were identified to genus (i.e. – Fragilariopsis spp., Thalassiosira spp.).   

Statistical analysis of the count data was performed with the SPSS statistical package 

(version 17.0) using principal component analysis (PCA) and cluster analysis.  Species 

comprising a relative abundance greater than 0.5%, expressed as a percentage of each species 

to the total number of valves counted per sample, were included in the analyses.  The PCA 

was used to simplify the large number of independent variables (taxa) into a set of composite 

variables which can be grouped based on their relationship to a derived component variable.  

Composite variables are assigned a positive or negative loading value that describes the 

strength of their relationship to a set of derived component variables, which represent 

environmental factors such as temperature or sea-ice cover.   

To extract differences in the assemblages within the cores, R-mode and Q-mode 

cluster analyses were performed on all the relative abundance data using the furthest-

neighbor method measured by the squared Euclidean distance.  The Q-mode analysis groups 

samples within the cores that contain similar assemblages.  The R-mode analysis uses the 

relative abundance data to identify the diatoms that make up those assemblages.  An Analysis 
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of Variance (ANOVA) and post-hoc test (Tukey HSD) were performed by comparing the 

mean relative abundances within each cluster grouped by the Q-mode analysis to determine 

which diatom taxa were causing the differentiation between the assemblages found at each 

station. 

 

Results  

Differences down core  

The four most abundant species at both sites were Chaetoceros resting spores, 

Fragilariopsis curta, F. kerguelensis, and Thalassiosira spp.  Profiles of the relative 

abundance data (Fig. 19) revealed down core changes in many taxa at station B and G.  

While most taxa presented no clear trends down core, the regression model for Chaetoceros 

rs (Fig. 20) showed a positive relationship with increasing depth at both stations B and G.  

Structural analysis of diatom sediments via SEM also revealed that these resting spore 

frustules remained intact throughout the core (Fig. 21).   

To constrain the significance of the variability within the relative abundances data the 

Q-mode cluster analysis was used to group samples with similar assemblages.  The Q-mode 

dendrogram (Fig. 22) separated samples at B and G into two depth intervals.  At B the 1-3 

cm layer (cluster 2) was separated from samples at 0-1, 3-10cm (cluster 1).  At G samples in 

the upper and lower portion of the core were separated at 0-5cm (cluster 3) and 5-10cm 

(cluster 4). To determine which species were causing the differentiation in the assemblage in 

each cluster a MANOVA and post-hoc (Tukey HSD) was performed on the Q-mode clusters 

using the average relative abundance data. The results from the post-hoc analysis are 
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Figure 19 Chlorophyll a profiles and relative abundance of select diatom taxa expressed as a  

percentage of the total diatom population.  Panel (a) represents abundances at station B and 

(b) represents the abundances at G.

a) 

b) 
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Figure 20 Linear regressions on the relative abundance data of the four most abundant species at station B and G.  
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Figure 21 SEM image of a sample taken from station B at the 12-13cm interval.  The white 

arrows indicate the location of intact Chaetoceros resting spores species. Scale bar = 10μm.
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shown in Table 4, where the columns represent the pair-wise comparison (by cluster) of each 

diatom taxon; the asterisks indicating significant differences (* = p < 0.05; ** = p << 0.05).   

According the post-hoc test the 1-3cm interval (cluster 2) at station B was separated 

into a unique cluster from the rest of the core (cluster 1) due to anomalous populations of 

Chaetoceros spp., Chaetoceros rs, F. cylindrus, F. rhombica, F. kerguelensis, and 

Rhizosolenia spp.  The comparison of the upper (0-5cm) and lower (5-10cm) portions of the 

core at G (cluster 3 and 4), only showed significant differences between Chaetoceros rs, 

Actinocyclus actinochilus, and Thalassiothrix/nema ends.  This indicates that with the 

exception of those three species, the abundances of the other diatoms throughout the core 

were statistically similar.   

 Fluorometric data showed chlorophyll a concentrations enriched in surface samples 

with concentrations dropping to near stable values below 2cm. However, regression models 

show that concentrations still did not approach zero at depth (Fig. 23).  While low, HPLC 

analysis of samples at B and G verified the presence of deep chlorophyll a with 

concentrations of ~6ng/g at B (12-14cm) and ~20ng/g at G (16-18cm).  No other pigments 

were above the limits of detection.   

 

Differences between sites 

The relative abundance data in Fig. 19 also shows that a number of taxa had higher 

relative abundances at station B than at station G.  Average relative abundances of the most 

abundant species at station B were Chaetoceros rs (41.2%), Fragilariopsis curta (10.5%), F. 

kerguelensis (9.9%), Thalassiosira spp. (6.4%), and Rhizosolenia spp. (4.2%).  At station G
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Figure 22 Dendrogram produced by the Q-mode cluster analysis.  The results show the 

separation of all samples from station B and G. Further separation of samples within the 

cores at each station produces what will be referred to as clusters 1 (0-1, 3-10cm) and 2 (1-

3cm) at station B, and clusters 3 (0-5cm) and 4 (0-5cm) at station G.   
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Table 4 Results from the Tukey post-hoc analysis comparing the similarity of the means 

used in the ANOVA.  Columns represent the comparison of the mean relative abundance of 

each diatom taxa between clusters produced by the Q-mode analysis; significant differences 

are indicated by an asterisk (p < 0.05 = *; p << 0.05 = **). 

 

 

 

 

 1 and 3 1 and 4 3 and 4 2 and 1,3,4 
Chaetoceros spp.       ** 
Chaetoceros rs   ** ** ** 
Eucampia antarctica ** *     
Fragilariopsis spp. *       
Fragilariopsis cylindrus       * 
Fragilariopsis curta *       
Fragilariopsis rhombica * **   ** 
Fragilariopsis ritscheri *       
Fragilariopsis kerguelensis ** **   ** 
Dactyliosolen sp. * *     
Actinocyclus actinochilus     *   
Thalassiothrix/nema ends     **   
Thalassiosira unknown sp. ** **     
Thalassiosira gracilis ** **     
Thalassiosira antarctica T2 *       
Rhizosolenia spp. ** **   ** 
Cocconeis spp. **       
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Figure 23 Logarithmic regression models of fluorometric chlorophyll a plotted with HPLC- 

derived chlorophyll a samples for comparison.  The left panel (a) shows data from B, the 

right panel (b) shows data from G. 
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the most abundant taxa were Chaetoceros rs (48.8%), Fragilariopsis curta (13.1%), 

Thalassiosira spp. (8.4%), and F. kerguelensis (4.1%).  Differences in the relative abundance 

data were shown to be statistically significant by the Q-mode dendrogram with the separation 

of all samples at B from samples at G (Fig. 22).  This indicates that these two stations are 

represented by two different diatom assemblages. 

The pair-wise comparisons between the species represented in the assemblages at B 

and G are also shown in the post-hoc table (Table 4).  For the comparison of clusters 1 and 3, 

the relative abundances of 12 taxa were significantly different, including the open-water 

species F. kerguelensis, T. gracilis, and Rhizosolenia spp. as well as sea-ice diatoms 

Eucampia antarctica and F. curta.  The comparison between the relative abundances in 

clusters 1 and 4 showed significant differences in 8 taxa including some of the same species 

differing in cluster 3 such as Rhizosolenia spp., T. gracilis, T. unknown sp., F. kerguelensis, 

F. rhombica, Eucampia antarctica, but also in the abundance of Chaetoceros rs.  Overall, the 

post-hoc table shows that assemblage differed more between the two stations than within the 

cores. 

 According to fluorometry (Fig. 23) concentrations of surface chlorophyll a were 

higher at B (0.24 ± 0.016μg/g) than at G (0.13 ± 0.050 μg/g) (p << 0.05).  Profiles show that 

both the chlorophyll inventory and standard deviations (0-10cm) were also higher at B (1.39 

± 0.063μg/g) than at G (0.88 ± 0.023 μg/g) (p << 0.05).  The higher variability is also 

reflected by the HPLC data, with the samples at G agreeing well with the regression model 

and surface values, whereas concentrations at B differed by as much as an order of 

magnitude. 
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Assemblages 

The principle-component analysis and R-mode cluster analysis were used to identify 

the assemblages causing the cluster differentiation in the Q-mode analysis.  The PCA 

extracted two components, placing positive and negative loadings on the taxa that 

corresponded roughly with their association as sea ice or open-water taxa (Table 5). The first 

component explained 78.3% of the variance and produced large positive loadings with the 

highest values placed on open water taxa such as Fragilariopsis kerguelensis, F. rhombica, 

Rhizosolenia spp., Thalassiothrix/nema spp. ends, and Thalassiosira gracilis.  Component 2 

explained 12.9% of the variance with large positive loadings on T. antarctica T2, Eucampia 

antarctica, F. curta, F. ritscheri, Stellarima microtrias, and Porosira glacilis.   

Within the PCA correlation matrix F. kerguelensis showed a strong positive 

correlation with other open ocean taxa such as T. gracilis and Rhizosolenia spp. and showed 

strong negative correlations with sea ice associated taxa Chaetoceros spp., Eucampia 

antarctica, Fragilariopsis spp., and T. antarctica T2. Likewise, T. gracilis correlated 

positively with F. kerguelensis, F. rhombica, and Distephanus while showing strong negative 

correlations with Fragilariopsis spp., Thalassiosira spp., F. curta, Eucampia antarctica, T. 

antarctica T2, and Chaetoceros resting spores which are associated with either pack ice or 

the marginal ice edge.  The sea ice diatom F. curta showed significant positive correlations 

with T. antarctica T2, Eucampia antarctica and negative correlations with Rhizosolenia spp. 

and T. gracilis.   Chaetoceros resting spores correlated positively with very few taxa 

including Thalassiosira (T2, spp.), Navicula spp. and Fragilariopsis spp. but correlated 

negatively with many species including Chaetoceros spp., Rhizosolenia spp., T. gracilis, F. 
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Figure 24 Dendrogram produced by the R-mode cluster analysis.  The first assemblage (1) is 

associated with the open-water species and the second assemblage (2) is represented mostly 

by sea-ice taxa.  
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Table 5 Component loadings produced by the R-mode PCA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Component 1 Component 2 

Thalassiosira antarctica T2 -0.285 0.611 

Chaetoceros spp. 0.674 0.192 

Chaetoceros rs -0.988 -0.151 

Eucampia antarctica -0.092 0.842 

Fragilariopsis spp. -0.289 0.637 

Fragilariopsis cylindrus 0.437 0.157 

Fragilariopsis curta -0.193 0.756 

Fragilariopsis rhombica 0.851 -0.137 

Fragilariopsis ritscheri 0.449 0.669 

Fragilariopsis kerguelensis 0.846 -0.504 

Dactyliosolen sp. 0.843 -0.385 

Coscinodiscus spp. 0.347 0.175 

Cocconeis spp. 0.454 -0.579 

Asteromphalus 0.267 -0.223 

Actinocyclus actinochilus 0.300 0.280 

Thalassiothrix/nema ends 0.587 0.495 

Thalassiosira spp.  -0.427 0.513 

Thalassiosira unknown sp. 0.384 -0.691 

Thalassiosira gracilis 0.693 -0.643 

Corethron criophilum 0.264 0.130 

Stellarima microtrias 0.303 0.419 

Rhizosolenia spp. 0.853 -0.387 

Distephanus 0.616 -0.357 

Porosira glacilis 0.074 0.431 

Actinocyclus spp. -0.095 0.516 

Navicula spp. -0.167 -0.254 

Odontella weissflogii 0.534 -0.049 

Percent of variance explained (%) 78.3 12.9 
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kerguelensis, F. ritscheri, F. rhombica, Cocconeis spp., Distephanus, Thalassiothrix/nema 

spp. ends, Dactyliosolen, and F. cylindrus.   

The relationships in the correlation matrix were also well represented by the R- and 

Q-mode cluster analysis.  The R-mode dendrogram (Fig. 24) separated the diatom taxa into 

two assemblages.  The first assemblage included many of the open-water taxa that had strong 

positive loadings correlated with component 1: F. kerguelensis, T. gracilis, Dactylosolen sp., 

Rhizosolenia spp., F, rhombica, Distephanus, Cocconeis spp., and Asteromorphalus spp. The 

second assemblage is larger and included more ice-associated taxa that either had strong 

positive loadings with component 2 such as F. curta, F. ritscheri, T. antarctica T2, Eucampia 

antarctica, and Actinocyclus actinochilus or negative loadings on component 1 such as 

Thalassiosira spp., Fragilariopsis spp., and Chaetoceros resting spores.   

 

Discussion 

Assemblage change 

Before discussing down-core changes and across-site differences in the diatom 

assemblages, it is important to consider the factors influencing the surface sediments at these 

two sites.  An important consideration when making across-site comparisons is a difference 

in accumulation rates.  Sediment accumulation rates on the WAP continental shelf exhibit a 

north to south gradient that is presumably a function of the number of ice-free days available 

for primary production and sedimentation (Leventer, 2003).  When discussing down-core 

changes in the diatom populations, it is important to consider non-local mixing processes.  

Particle mixing coefficients (Db , cm2 yr-1) estimated on the continental shelf (~65˚S) using 
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234Thorium revealed that the average bioturbation coefficient was 18 cm2 yr-1 on average; the 

234Th tracer penetrating to 3-5cm (100 day time scale) and 210Pb tracer penetrating down to 

10-15cm (100 yr time scale) (McClintic et al., 2008).  Therefore, bioturbation and 

sedimentation rates indicate that the top 10cm of sediments are well-mixed, and at B the top 

10cm of sediment integrates the past 400 years; at G the top 10cm integrates the past ~2000 

years.   

The differences observed in the diatom assemblages between station B and G can be 

attributed to differences in the relative contributions between open-water taxa and sea-ice 

taxa.  Average relative abundances of the open-ocean taxa F. kerguelensis (9.9%), T. gracilis 

(3.8%), and Rhizosolenia (4.2%) at station B were significantly higher than at G (4.1%, 

0.8%, and 1.8% respectively).  Similarly, relative abundances of ice-taxa Eucampia 

antarctica (2.8%) and F. curta (13.1%) were higher at G relative to B.  Given that station B 

experiences about 3-4 months/yr of sea-ice cover and G experiences 7-8 months/yr of sea ice 

(Stammerjohn et al., 2008b), our results suggest that the diatom record in the top 10cm is 

sensitive to the latitudinal ice gradient that already exists on the shelf.  With warming 

expected to continue (Vaughan et al., 2003), the expected reduction in the persistence of sea 

ice will likely be manifested in an increase of the open-water taxa and decrease in sea-ice 

taxa at both sites.   

Studies on the effects of warming already observed on the shelf revealed that the 

associated shift in climate modes towards a La Nina or +SAM causes a shift in the location 

of polar lows such that the WAP experiences an increase in northerly winds.  This drives sea-

ice patterns along the peninsula by inhibiting ice-advance in the fall and accelerating retreats 
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in the spring (Stammerjohn et al., 2008b; Yuan et al., 2004).  An increase in physical ice-

breakout caused by high winds can be indentified in the sediments by an increase in the 

contribution from a diversity of Fragilariopsis species (F. cylindrus, F. kerguelensis, F. 

ritscheri, F. obliquecostata) as well as a decrease in the contribution from F. curta (Leventer 

and Dunbar, 1996; Cunningham and Leventer, 1998).   

In this study, Fragilariopsis was abundant at both stations (~26.8% of diatoms), 

however there was a difference in the abundances of the contributing species between surface 

sediments at B and G (cluster 1 and 3).  In these layers the post-hoc test showed lower 

abundances of F. curta and higher relative abundances of F. kerguelensis, F. rhombica, and 

Fragilariopsis spp. at B relative to G.  These differences may be a reflection of more 

frequent occurrences of physical ice breakout at B when compared to G.  It is important to 

note the appearance of Cocconeis spp. in samples from both stations.  This a benthic species 

found in coastal regions, and its presence, while low (<1%) suggests that there may be some 

transport of sediments from shallower environments. The transport of other species from a 

coastal environment with different physical dynamics has the potential to bias the assessment 

of melt and break-out mechanisms, but the extent of this advection and its environmental 

implications remain unclear. 

 

Chlorophyll in the sediment 

It is important also important to note that the use of fluorescence poses problems for 

chlorophyll estimation in deeper sediments.  Chlorophyll a is extremely labile and is 

typically used as an indicator of fresh phytoplankton inputs to the benthic system, however it 
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exists in different operational pools within the sediment that are described as either “bound” 

or “free” (Sun et al., 1991).   Chlorophyll a in the “bound pool” can be found within 

vegetative (inactive) cells or resting spores (Josefson et al., 2003)   Recent studies in high-

latitude systems have documented an enhanced preservation of chlorophyll a deep in the 

seabed and have suggested preservation mechanisms such as cold temperatures, burial 

through bioturbation and sedimentation, and the incorporation of diatom resting stages (e.g. 

Chaetoceros spp.) that can remain viable for years in these conditions (Itakura et al., 1997; 

Hansen and Josefson, 2001; Mincks et al., 2005; Pirtle-Levy et al., 2009).  Furthermore, a 

study by Josefson and Hansen (2003) found that changes in the abundance of viable 

Chaetoceros spp. resting spores relative to other diatom species in their cores were highly 

correlated with changes in chlorophyll a within the bound pool.   This provides evidence that 

the taxonomy of sedimentary diatoms is important for chlorophyll a degradation rates which 

has implications for the types of cells that will be available to heterotrophic consumers and 

for the interpretation of chlorophyll a as a tracer of fresh inputs to the benthic system 

(Josefson et al., 2003). 

It remains unclear why chlorophyll profiles and regression models at B and G, while 

low, did not approach zero (Fig. 23).  Interestingly, the accumulation rate at B is an order of 

magnitude higher than at station G and therefore the top 10cm at this site integrates a 

younger sediment interval.  Both the chlorophyll a inventory and standard deviation of the 

data points were greater and noisier (respectively), and the low correlation with the HPLC 

data suggests that there could be differences between the bound and free chlorophyll pools at 

these sites. Abundances of Chaetoceros resting spores in this study were also noisy, though 
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showing some statistical indications of accumulation with depth in the sediment, and 

maintenance of their structural integrity (Fig. 20, 21).  Fucoxanthin is an important marker 

for diatoms in the sediment (Josefson and Hansen, 2003 and references therein), however 

since accessory pigments were below the detection limit for the HPLC analysis we are not 

able to establish a conclusive relationship between the chlorophyll a pool and the presence of 

viable diatoms or their resting stages at this time.  In future studies we recommend doing 

germination experiments similar to those conducted in Josefson and Hansen (2003) to 

quantify the abundances of living cells within the sediment; this will hopefully provide more 

clarification about the viability of these cells and their role in chlorophyll preservation. 

 

Summary 

 Stations B and G resolve a gradient in sea-ice coverage, and differences in the 

assemblages of open-water and sea ice associated taxa suggests that the microfossil inventory 

in WAP continental shelf sediments are responsive to the scale of ice-climates in the 

overlying waters.  The relative abundance of the diatom species in the sediments at station B 

and G showed down- and across-core differences in their respective assemblages.  Open-

water taxa such as F. kerguelensis, T. gracilis, and Rhizosolenia spp. were most abundant at 

station B which has 3-4 months of annual ice coverage, and sea-ice taxa such as Eucampia 

antarctica, F. curta, and Stellarima microtrias were in higher abundances at station G which 

has 7-8 month of annual coverage.   

  Quantitative and structural microscopy determined that the relative abundance of 

Chaetoceros resting spores in these samples increased with depth in the sediment while 
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maintaining structural integrity and potentially remaining viable.  Chlorophyll a at these sites 

did not reach zero down core, which was validated by HPLC and logarithmic regression 

models, suggesting some mechanism of preservation with depth.  I was unable to attribute 

this chlorophyll to the resting spores due to the lack of accessory pigments present above the 

detection limits of the HPLC method.  Germination experiments in future studies may be 

able to provide some insight into the role of these cells in chlorophyll preservation.   
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Appendix A.  Specifications for stations sampled on the WAP during the summer of 2009. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sampling 
Program Cruise 

Station 
Name 

Date 
(mm/dd/yyyy) 

Longitude 
(˚W) 

Latitude 
(˚S) 

Palmer LTER LMG0901 100.100 01/17/2009 -71.70 68.38 

 LMG0901 200.060 01/16/2009 -70.91 67.38 

 LMG0901 300.100 01/15/2009 -69.88 66.51 

 LMG0901 400.100 01/13/2009 -68.29 65.88 

 LMG0901 590.130 01/11/2009 -65.94 64.46 

FOODBANCS 2 LMG0902 AA 03/02/2009 -61.59 63.05 

 LMG0902 B 03/05/2009 -65.35 64.80 

 LMG0902 E 02/28/2009 -67.28 65.98 

 LMG0902 F 02/22/2009 -69.72 66.99 

  LMG0902 G 02/24/2009 -71.02 68.c017 
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Appendix B.   Supplemental cross-sections of nutrient and hydrography data 

Panel 1 – Contour plots of physiochemical data from LMG0901; (a) phosphate μM (0-500m) 

(b) phosphate μM (0-100m) (c) salinity (0-500m); the relative contribution (fraction of 1) of 

phytoplankton groups to chl a (d) diatoms (e) dinoflagellates (f) mixed flagellates (g) 

cryptophytes (h) prasinophytes (i) prymnesiophytes. 
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Appendix B.  Continued. 
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Appendix B.  Continued. 
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Appendix B.  Continued. 

Panel 2 – Contour plots of physiochemical data from LMG0902; (a) nitrite μM (0-100m) (b) 

phosphate μM (0-100m) (c) salinity (0-600m); the relative contribution (fraction of 1) of 

phytoplankton groups to chl a (d) diatoms (e) dinoflagellates (f) mixed flagellates (g) 

cryptophytes (h) prasinophytes (i) prymnesiophytes. 
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Appendix B.  Continued. 
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Appendix B.  Continued. 
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Appendix C.   Fluorometry data collected in the water column during LMG0902. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Station Depth (m) Chl a (μg L-1) Pha (μg L-1) chla:pha 
2 1.39 ± 0.09 0.32 ± 0.20 4.4 

25 1.05 ± 0.21 0.30 ± 0.08 3.7 
50 1.12 ± 0.15 0.24 ± 0.02 4.7 
75 0.35 ± 0.05 0.10 ± 0.03 3.5 

100 0.09 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.02 1.4 
150 0.05 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.00 0.8 
250 0.01 ± 0.00 0.03 ± 0.01 0.5 
450 0.01 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.00 0.3 

AA 

576 0.01 ± 0.00 0.06 ± 0.02 0.2 
2 2.15 ± 0.17 0.55 ± 0.02 3.9 

10 1.97 ± 0.08 0.47 ± 0.03 4.2 
25 1.89 ± 0.15 0.37 ± 0.07 5.0 
50 0.38 ± 0.00 0.23 ± 0.02 1.6 
60 0.16 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.04 0.8 
80 0.06 ± 0.00 0.11 ± 0.02 0.6 

150 0.02 ± 0.00 0.04 ± 0.00 0.4 

B 

568 0.00 ± 0.00 0.04 ± 0.00 0.1 
2 0.58 ± 0.02 0.23 ± 0.04 2.5 

15 0.39 ± 0.15 0.14 ± 0.14 2.7 
30 0.45 ± 0.03 0.30 ± 0.02 1.5 
40 0.58 ± 0.08 0.29 ± 0.16 2.0 
50 0.19 ± 0.04 0.15 ± 0.08 1.3 
75 0.10 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.01 1.2 

E 

150 0.01 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 0.4 
2 0.57 ± 0.03 0.07 ± 0.00 8.2 

15 0.47 ± 0.10 0.05 ± 0.02 10.0 
30 0.53 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01 8.1 
40 0.37 ± 0.04 0.05 ± 0.01 6.7 
80 0.05 ± 0.00 0.04 ± 0.00 1.4 

150 0.01 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.01 0.5 
200 0.00 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.01 0.2 
300 0.00 ± 0.00 0.02 ± 0.01 0.2 
400 0.00 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.01 0.2 

F 

587 0.00 ± 0.00 0.03 ± 0.01 0.1 
G 2 1.42 ± 0.11 0.35 ± 0.01 4.0 
 20 1.38 ± 0.61 0.29 ± 0.10 4.8 
 35 1.38 ± 0.17 0.20 ± 0.25 7.0 
 50 0.14 ± 0.07 0.13 ± 0.03 1.1 
 80 0.05 ± 0.00 0.08 ± 0.00 0.6 
 150 0.01 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 0.5 
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Appendix D. LDPA PSD curves for LMG0902 stations B, E, and F. 
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Appendix E.  Representative microscope images from net tows collected during LMG0902. 
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Appendix E.  Continued. 
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Appendix E.  Continued. 
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Appendix F.  Fluorometric determination of sediment chlorophyll a data from LMG0902 
 
Table 1 Chlorophyll a (chl a) and phaeophytin a (pha) given in μg cm-3 of wet sediment. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Station CRS # Depth (cm) chl a (μg cm-3) pha (μg cm-3) 
AA 1242 0-1 0.055 ± 0.013 4.728 ± 0.110 

(Core 1)  1-2 0.036 ± NA 4.013 ± NA 
  2-3 0.068 ± 0.006 3.696 ± 0.235 
  3-4 0.046 ± NA 3.333 ± NA 
  4-5 0.068 ± 0.006 3.894 ± 0.152 
  5-6 0.109 ± 0.077 3.630 ± 0.376 
  6-7 0.050 ± 0.019 3.428 ± 0.090 
  7-8 0.132 ± 0.071 2.973 ± 0.245 
  8-9 0.050 ± 0.006 2.931 ± 0.450 
  9-10 0.064 ± 0.000 2.756 ± 0.088 
  10-12 0.048 ± 0.009 2.237 ± 1.010 
  12-14 0.066 ± 0.006 2.324 ± 0.099 
  14-16 0.070 ± 0.042 1.689 ± 0.078 
  16-18 0.041 ± 0.006 1.718 ± 0.307 
  18-20 0.046 ± 0.006 2.109 ± 0.071 
         

B 1258 0-1 0.041 ± 0.006 1.913 ± 0.051 
(Core 1)  1-2 0.038 ± 0.006 1.695 ± 0.027 

  2-3 0.034 ± 0.003 1.900 ± 0.206 
  3-4 0.032 ± 0.028 1.140 ± 0.948 
  4-5 0.035 ± 0.020 1.412 ± 0.823 
  5-6 0.037 ± 0.025 1.435 ± 0.911 
  6-7 0.037 ± 0.023 1.441 ± 1.052 
  7-8 0.042 ± 0.022 1.572 ± 0.511 
  8-9 0.043 ± 0.028 1.584 ± 0.175 
  9-10 0.038 ± 0.029 1.725 ± 0.212 
         

E 1221 0-1 0.054 ± 0.024 0.393 ± 0.235 
(Core 1)  1-2 0.037 ± 0.001 0.106 ± 0.219 

  2-3 0.043 ± 0.004 0.238 ± 0.182 
  3-4 0.067 ± 0.006 0.114 ± 0.248 
  4-5 0.062 ± 0.013 0.030 ± 0.229 
  5-6 0.075 ± 0.018 0.111 ± 0.273 
  6-7 0.078 ± 0.004 0.124 ± 0.297 
  7-8 0.080 ± 0.000 0.017 ± 0.304 
  8-9 0.062 ± 0.015 0.039 ± 0.221 
  9-10 0.085 ± 0.006 0.011 ± 0.251 
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Appendix F.  Continued. 
 
 Station CRS # Depth (cm) chl a (μg cm-3) pha (μg cm-3) 

E 1221 10-12 0.107 ± 0.013 2.536 ± 0.064 
(Core 1)  12-14 0.084 ± 0.014 2.138 ± 0.203 

  14-16 0.116 ± 0.012 2.431 ± 0.200 
  16-18 0.072 ± 0.008 2.018 ± 0.008 
  18-20 0.079 ± 0.020 2.021 ± 0.200 
         

E 1222 0-1 0.051 ± 0.001 2.094 ± 0.095 
(Core 2)  1-2 0.050 ± 0.007 2.355 ± 0.190 

  2-3 0.064 ± 0.015 2.233 ± 0.211 
  3-4 0.085 ± 0.019 2.583 ± 0.140 
  4-5 0.085 ± 0.019 2.704 ± 0.174 
  5-6 0.071 ± 0.000 2.657 ± 0.103 
  6-7 0.067 ± 0.006 2.747 ± 0.196 
  7-8 0.089 ± 0.025 2.797 ± 0.164 
  8-9 0.054 ± 0.001 2.382 ± 0.276 
  9-10 0.084 ± 0.008 2.354 ± 0.058 
  10-12 0.087 ± 0.015 2.314 ± 0.343 
  12-14 0.073 ± 0.029 1.873 ± 0.508 
  14-16 0.062 ± 0.027 2.131 ± 0.066 
  16-18 0.064 ± 0.004 1.787 ± 0.027 
  18-20 0.059 ± 0.021 1.859 ± 0.425 
         

F 1177 0-1 0.024 ± 0.001 1.829 ± 0.091 
(Core 1)  1-2 0.027 ± 0.003 1.008 ± 0.075 

  2-3 0.133 ± 0.012 4.112 ± 0.431 
  3-4 0.014 ± 0.004 0.822 ± 0.189 
  4-5 0.016 ± 0.016 0.958 ± 0.148 
  5-6 0.008 ± 0.007 0.920 ± 0.147 
  6-7 0.015 ± 0.003 1.072 ± 0.140 
  7-8 0.010 ± 0.004 0.693 ± 0.083 
  8-9 0.044 ± 0.012 1.538 ± 0.605 
  9-10 0.025 ± 0.019 1.487 ± 0.301 
         

F 1181 0-1 0.116 ± 0.063 2.688 ± 0.109 
(Core 2)  1-2 0.018 ± 0.012 1.313 ± 0.364 

  2-3 0.015 ± 0.006 0.522 ± 0.029 
  3-4 0.009 ± 0.009 0.359 ± 0.356 
  4-5 0.006 ± 0.001 0.173 ± 0.016 
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Appendix F.  Continued. 
 
 Station CRS # Depth (cm) chl a (μg cm-3) pha (μg cm-3) 

  5-6 0.007 ± 0.001 0.492 ± 0.171 
  6-7 0.017 ± 0.001 0.547 ± 0.098 
  7-8 0.021 ± 0.010 0.560 ± 0.148 
  8-9 0.010 ± 0.004 0.325 ± 0.073 
  9-10 0.009 ± 0.002 0.212 ± 0.064 
         

G 1203 0-1 0.036 ± 0.014 1.492 ± 0.103 
(Core 1)  1-2 0.041 ± 0.019 1.906 ± 0.221 

  2-3 0.033 ± NA 1.487 ± NA 
  3-4 0.034 ± 0.002 1.475 ± 0.049 
  4-5 0.020 ± 0.002 0.685 ± 0.112 
  5-6 0.028 ± 0.002 0.833 ± 0.080 
  6-7 0.021 ± 0.004 0.798 ± 0.192 
  7-8 0.030 ± 0.006 0.921 ± 0.186 
  8-9 0.051 ± 0.011 1.371 ± 0.189 
  9-10 0.025 ± 0.007 0.628 ± 0.206 
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Appendix F.  Continued. 
 
Table 2 Chlorophyll a (chl a) and phaeophytin a (pha) given in μg g-1 (dry weight). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Station CRS # Depth (cm) chl a (μg g-1) Pha (μg g-1) 
AA 1242 0-1 0.163 ± 0.031 14.144 ± 0.358 

(Core 1)  1-2 0.090 ± NA 9.919 ± NA 
  2-3 0.147 ± 0.026 7.906 ± 0.177 
  3-4 0.057 ± NA 4.183 ± NA 
  4-5 0.133 ± 0.006 7.613 ± 0.058 
  5-6 0.218 ± 0.164 7.054 ± 0.302 
  6-7 0.136 ± 0.092 8.732 ± 2.719 
  7-8 0.243 ± 0.138 5.437 ± 0.637 
  8-9 0.098 ± 0.008 5.701 ± 0.332 
  9-10 0.120 ± 0.010 5.191 ± 0.247 
  10-12 0.091 ± 0.008 4.175 ± 1.519 
  12-14 0.115 ± 0.001 4.028 ± 0.200 
  14-16 0.128 ± 0.083 3.060 ± 0.327 
  16-18 0.078 ± 0.005 3.299 ± 0.338 
  18-20 0.082 ± 0.002 3.802 ± 0.716 
         

B 1258 0-1 0.237 ± 0.016 11.088 ± 0.664 
(Core 1)  1-2 0.159 ± 0.039 6.951 ± 0.477 

  2-3 0.125 ± 0.011 6.975 ± 0.864 
  3-4 0.119 ± 0.107 4.272 ± 3.580 
  4-5 0.133 ± 0.071 5.304 ± 2.992 
  5-6 0.123 ± 0.081 4.769 ± 2.983 
  6-7 0.120 ± 0.070 4.634 ± 3.200 
  7-8 0.144 ± 0.086 5.269 ± 2.163 
  8-9 0.118 ± 0.064 4.584 ± 1.108 
  9-10 0.111 ± 0.089 5.006 ± 0.410 
         

E 1221 0-1 0.235 ± 0.004 11.875 ± 3.322 
(Core 1)  1-2 0.219 ± NA 10.891 ± NA 

  2-3 0.182 ± 0.043 8.461 ± 0.250 
  3-4 0.248 ± NA 9.279 ± NA 
  4-5 0.229 ± 0.038 8.785 ± 0.436 
  5-6 0.273 ± 0.038 8.345 ± 0.495 
  6-7 0.297 ± 0.020 8.941 ± 0.554 
  7-8 0.304 ± 0.031 9.221 ± 0.868 
  8-9 0.221 ± 0.038 8.065 ± 0.700 
  9-10 0.251 ± 0.012 7.377 ± 0.179 
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Appendix F.  Continued. 
 
 
 
 
 

Station CRS # Depth (cm) chl a (μg g-1) pha (μg g-1) 
E 1221 10-12 0.280 ± 0.051 6.606 ± 0.257 

(Core 1)  12-14 0.294 ± 0.109 7.438 ± 2.261 
  14-16 0.326 ± 0.060 6.798 ± 0.001 
  16-18 0.207 ± 0.003 5.810 ± 0.545 
  18-20 0.200 ± 0.016 5.215 ± 0.416 
         

E 1222 0-1 0.323 ± 0.026 13.143 ± 0.295 
(Core 2)  1-2 0.192 ± 0.052 8.999 ± 0.480 

  2-3 0.214 ± 0.108 7.133 ± 1.442 
  3-4 0.262 ± 0.086 7.862 ± 0.443 
  4-5 0.269 ± 0.073 8.508 ± 0.121 
  5-6 0.222 ± 0.010 8.284 ± 0.699 
  6-7 0.229 ± 0.026 9.395 ± 0.508 
  7-8 0.280 ± 0.030 8.955 ± 1.092 
  8-9 0.175 ± 0.004 7.704 ± 0.794 
  9-10 0.278 ± 0.024 7.794 ± 0.151 
  10-12 0.220 ± 0.020 5.837 ± 0.389 
  12-14 0.187 ± 0.044 4.835 ± 0.500 
  14-16 0.163 ± 0.105 5.259 ± 1.181 
  16-18 0.179 ± 0.026 4.955 ± 0.510 
  18-20 0.161 ± 0.062 5.045 ± 1.343 
         

F 1177 0-1 0.099 ± 0.019 7.435 ± 0.860 
(Core 1)  1-2 0.094 ± 0.007 3.532 ± 0.412 

  2-3 0.440 ± 0.048 13.639 ± 1.646 
  3-4 0.044 ± 0.011 2.539 ± 0.541 
  4-5 0.044 ± 0.042 2.562 ± 0.417 
  5-6 0.020 ± 0.016 2.274 ± 0.274 
  6-7 0.044 ± 0.010 3.076 ± 0.449 
  7-8 0.025 ± 0.008 1.750 ± 0.028 
  8-9 0.123 ± 0.050 4.297 ± 2.218 
  9-10 0.074 ± 0.063 4.187 ± 1.400 
         

F 1181 0-1 0.468 ± 0.254 10.821 ± 0.440 
(Core 2)  1-2 0.063 ± 0.042 4.551 ± 1.261 

  2-3 0.050 ± 0.021 1.731 ± 0.095 
  3-4 0.029 ± 0.029 1.111 ± 1.102 
  4-5 0.280 ± 0.051 6.606 ± 0.257 
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Appendix F.  Continued. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Station CRS # Depth (cm) chl a (μg g-1) pha (μg g-1) 
  5-6 0.017 ± 0.002 1.219 ± 0.424 
  6-7 0.050 ± 0.002 1.567 ± 0.280 
  7-8 0.052 ± 0.026 1.412 ± 0.373 
  8-9 0.028 ± 0.012 0.876 ± 0.197 
  9-10 0.026 ± 0.005 0.585 ± 0.176 
         

G 1203 0-1 0.133 ± 0.050 5.593 ± 0.209 
(Core 1)  1-2 0.140 ± 0.069 6.476 ± 0.892 

  2-3 0.092 ± NA 2.097 ± 2.966 
  3-4 0.096 ± 0.000 4.114 ± 0.162 
  4-5 0.051 ± 0.005 1.716 ± 0.250 
  5-6 0.077 ± 0.004 2.305 ± 0.065 
  6-7 0.055 ± 0.001 2.055 ± 0.184 
  7-8 0.065 ± 0.018 1.998 ± 0.537 
  8-9 0.114 ± 0.032 3.077 ± 0.635 
  9-10 0.054 ± 0.024 1.367 ± 0.633 
         
        
        


